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INTRODUCTION 
Upper Stillwater Dam w ill be the firs! co~c rete .. d~m 
constructed by the Bureau of Reclamatloll utilizing 
the RCe (roller compacted concrete) : onstruct ion 
technique. ACe is concrete with zero sl~mp consist-
ency, w hich is deposited in horizontal ,hft s ,and can· 
solidated 1n place by a smooth drum vibrating roller. 
This method of construct ion was first proposed in 
the early 1970', 11 . 2 . 31' and was demonstrated 
successfully in emergency spillway repairs at Tarbela 
Oam, Pakistan j3J. in the constructiorl of Shimajigawa 
Dam, Jetpan. und Willow Creek Dam. Oregon. 
An extensive ACe mix design invest igation was be-
gun in 1980. This report summarizes. the mix design 
program conducted in the laboratories of t~e Con-
crete and Structural Branch at the E&R (Engineering 
and Research) Center and discusses the field RCC 
test placement constructed at the Upper Stillwater 
damslte in 1981 . 
DESIGN CONCEPTS -
UPPER STILLWATER DAM 
Upper Stillwater Dam w ill be a gravity dam containing 
1 4 million yd' of RCe . located approximately 120 
miles southeast of Sal1 lake City. Utah. in the Uinta 
Mountains at an elevation of 8000 feet. The dam will 
be approximately 275 feet high w ith a 2 .6oo-foot 
creS1 and a vert !cal ups tream face: the downstream 
face will have a 0 .6 : 1.0 slope Storage capacity of 
the reservOir will be 30 .000 acre-feet . and the dam 
w ill have a spillway capacity of 15.000 It'/s. 
Selecting the Type of Dam for Upper Stillwater 
The Upper Stillwater site was first Inves tigated as a 
potential damslt~ In the late 1940 ·s. Since that time. 
the site has been consIdered for various types of 
dams Including an earth gmbankment. a concrete-
faced rock fill , and three concrete dams - a straigh t 
concrete gravi ty dam. a massive head buttress dam. 
and a straight RCC gravity dam. Feasibility studies. 
completed In late 1979. compared the rock fill With 
the RCC alternallve and showed the RCC dam to be 
the lower cost alternative 
Foundat ion 
Upper Stillw ater damslte IS located on Rock Creek 
which flows southw ard down th£ south flank of the 
Uinta Mount ains Aock Creek and glaCial action have 
created a w ide. flat valley With steep abutments. The 
dam will be founded on medlum- to massIve-bedded 
quartzose sandstone In the valley floor Foundation 
• Numbers 11"1 btackel. feter 10 .runes In the Bibliography 
/ , 
rock in both abutments consists of sandstone. ar-
gillite, and silts tone. Surficial deposits covering the 
foundation rock consist of allUVial fan, talus, and gla-
cial deposits. These surficial deposits range in thick-
ness from 10 to over 100 feet . Several steeply 
dipping narrow fault s cross the foundation running in 
a north-south direction. 
Foundation Treatment 
Foundation preparation for placing the concrete dam 
will require removal of the 1.000.000 yd' surficia l 
deposits and excavation of 300 .000 yd' of the sand-
stone foundation . Consolidation grouting w ill be used 
over much of the foundation to close numerous small 
joints and tighten up the foundation . l arger sh~ar 
zones will be excavated and backfilled wi th dentai 
treatment concrete . 
A seepage cutoff curtain will be constructed the full 
length of the dam by grout ing a line of holes from 
the foundation gallery. Foundation uplift pressures 
will be relieved by a line of drainage holes drilled 
downstream from the grout curtain. These drainage 
holes will also be drilled from the gallery. 
Leveling concrete, which consists of internally con-
so!idated low slump concrete . w ill be placed be-
tween the RCC and the foundatiorl rock . This 
concrete serves several functions. the most impor-
tant of w hich is to provide bond between the RCC 
and the irregular rock foundation. thus controlling 
seepage and providing sliding stabil ity. Leveling c~m ­
crete also serves to facilitate placement of the f"st 
ACC lifts . In the lowest point of the foundation, re-
ferred to as the trough. leveling concrete 15 fee t thick 
will be placed to provide a loo-foot minimum RCC 
lilt len 9th parallel to the dam axis. In this way. placing 
lifts perpendicular to the dam axis will be avoided 
which could contribute to seepage through the dam. 
On nearly level areas of the foundation , leveling con-
crete will be placed in 50- by 50- by 2-foot-thick 
blocks. These blocks Will initiate the horizontal RCC 
lift s across the slope :md will be repeated on each 
succeeding ACe lift to elimina~e any need for tapering 
or featheredging lilts . 
Both the upstream and downstream faces will be 
constructed by extruding concrete using a conven-
tional slip-form paver and a side-hung mold . Each 
pass of the paver will . dd 2 feet of facing. Following 
the placement of the facing elements, two succes-
sive 1-foot lifts of ACC will be placed as interior con-
cre te and against the facing . It is estimated tt ,at this 
process will add approximately 2 feet of height to 
the dam per day. RCC w ill be mixed by either con-
ventional weigh batching or by a continuous mixing 
operation. Transportafion w~1I be by truck or con-
veyor. and in-place rolling of the I -foot lilts will be 
with conventional smooth drum vibratory rollers . 
This process will be repeated until the dam is com-
pleted. 
Extruded slip-formed faces provide a form system 
and a durable concrete face to resist freeze-thaw ac-
tion. They will not function as a water barrier. As 
thermal adjustments take place within the dam. 
cracks will develop in the faces . Therefore. the RCC 
is designed to be impervious. and the faces will be 
allowed to crack . 
Spillway 
A spillway crest length of 600 feet and a design head 
of 3 .5 feet were selected to take advantage of the 
RCe extruded facing construction method. The long 
crest length eliminated the need for gates and re-
quired only 3 .5 feet of surcharge to pass the 15.000 
It' l s peak of the inflow design flood . Steps added to 
the extruded facing elements in the spillway chute 
dissipate 70 percent of the hydraulic energy and re -
quire a spillway basin only 30 feet long. or one-sixth 
of that originally proposed. Spillway chute steps also 
eliminated possible problems with cavitat ion com-
mon w ith high-velocity flow. 
Outlet Works 
The outlet WOI,(S w ill release water at a rate of 285 
It' ls into Stillwater tunnel or up to 220 It' l s into Rock 
Creek . An intake tower in the reservoir is connected 
to the control valves by a 6-foot-diameter conduit 
set in the foundation beneath the dam. The entire 
system is separated from the dam to minimize in-
terference w ith placement of the RCC . Rock Creek 
discharges will be released from a submerged 14-
inch-d iam eter jet -flow valve di scharging up to 
30 ftJ / s into an enclosed compact stilling basin. 
Dam 
The original design of the dam featured a IS-foot top 
w idth and a 0 .6 : 1.0 downstream slope, minimizing 
excavation and concrete volume. The top w idth was 
increased to 30 feet to facilitate construction access 
of the upper portion; however, the downstream 
slope was no t changed. The dam w as analyzed for 
normal static and dynamic loads using current Bureau 
criteria for conventional concrete gravi ty dams. In ad-
dition, extensive analyses w ere conducted to model 
the construction problems unique to ACC construc-
tion. A computer model w as developed to compute 
the thermal gradien s produced by heat generation 
of the RCC and ambient temperatures. These gra-
dients compared well w ith the 1 year of temperature 
data obtained from the test seetio.l . Stresses within 
the dam w ere determined for the thermal gradients 
for various times up to 5 years. Extensive tw o- and 
2 
three-dimensional finite element studies were used 
to determine stresses . 
CONCEPTS OF RCC MIX DESIGN 
ACC mixes have been developed using three mix de-
sign philosophies. largely determined by specific 
conditions existing at each damsite . These mix de-
sign concepts int.: lude : 
• The use of " as-dug " agg:egate with minimal to 
no processing. blended with cement. such as 
that used at Tarbela Dam 151 
• Lean concrete (a dry. lean concrete with low ce-
ment content). such as that used at Shimajigawa 
Dam in Japan and Willow Creek in Oregon 
• High fly ash content concrete. such as that pro-
posed for Upper Stillwater Dam in Utah and the 
Milton Brook Dam in the United Kingdom. 
For the above structures. the MSA (maximum-sized 
aggregate) ranged from * -inch to 9 inches. and the 
cementitious material content ranged frem 88 
pounds of cement up to 420 pounds of cement and 
fly ash. Fly-ash contents ranged from 0 to 75 percent 
of cementltious materials by volume . 
Processing of aggregates used In RCC has ranged 
from minimal or no processing to a fully processed 
ASTM graded ag9regate. The excavated material 
used at Tarbella, for instance. was a pit -run skip-
graded material mixed by rock ladders . Aggregates 
for Willow Creek Dam were reasonably w ell-graded 
material with mim.:s No. 200 sieve-size material vary-
ing from 4 to 10 percent of the total materials. Pro-
posed coarse aggregate for Upper Stillwater Dam will 
be reasonably well -graded from 2-inch to No . 4 ma-
terial. 
In the mix design for em ACC dam, several require -
ments must be taken into consideration: (1) durability 
of the material. (2 ) comprtaSSlve and tensile strength 
requirements of the concrt3 te. and (3) required work-
ability. Also, both foundation and seismic safety con-
siderations must be satisfied. Aequirements for RCC 
in Upper Stillwater Dam Include the follow ing: 
1. Full consolidation of the RCC must be main-
tained to prevent seepage. 
2 . Bond between the lift s must be achieved. 
3 . Concre te must be able to w ithstand early and 
long-term thermal movement w ithout jeopardizing 
the structural stability of the dam 
4 . Concrete must have good workability so max-
Imum density can be achieve<. with vibratory roll-
ers. 
5 . Concrete must not segregate. 
6 . The design of the dam must accommodate the 
poor freeze-thaw durability of RCC by either pro-
viding protective air-entrained facing concrete or 
by overbuilding dam faces to provide sacrificial 
concrete in anticipation of raveling due to freeze-
thaw damage. 
ACC is much the same as conventional concrete. and 
design of RCC dams must be approached the same 
as any otner concrete dam. The properties required 
for a particular structure govern the mix design: for 
instance. the purpose of the reservoir (storage. flood 
control. or both) or the existence of freeze-thaw con-
ditions. 
A two-phase program was developed for the eval-
uation of materials for Upper Stillwater Dam using 
RCC: (1) a cemplete mix design study was performed 
In the laboratory. and (2) a test placeme t was made 
using the concepts of construction with ACC a~d 
laser guided slip-form pavers. The laboratory mix 
program evaluated three differently pro~ort.ioned 
mixes. The strength development properties Inves-
tigated were compressive, direct tensile. and shear 
strength; other properties included thermal expan-
sion. adiabatic tempera ture rise, diffusivity. creep , 
drying shrinkage. and permeability. 
Upon comple tion of the test placement, cores were 
extracted at 28. 90. 180. and 360 days. The test 
data from the cores were compared to specimens 
cast In the laboratory mix program. 
CONCLUSIONS 
1 Concrete from RCC mIxes L- l . L-2. and L-3 all 
met a compressrve strength requirement of 3,000 
Iblln' and tenSile strength reqUirement of 180 Ibl ln' 
at 1 year' sage 
2 The use of pit· run matenals with a high silt con-
tent In the ACC test placement rEsulted in a reduction 
In strength and Increase In drying shrinkage due to cI 
probable Increase in water content . Though accept-
able concrete properties can be obtained using par-
tial replacement with pIt -run materials, the variations 
In slit content of available matenals preclude their use 
for Upper StIllwater Da-n 
J MIX l -3 meets all the requirements set forth in 
the deSfgn crrtena With the fewest problems 10 quality 
3 
control. Mix L-3 also showed greater tensile strength 
potential than either mix L- l or L-2. whose strengths 
'pparently were reduced by clumps of silt and clay 
in the pit-run sand. 
4 . Creep and thermal property results were as ex-
pected. generally in the range of ordinary concrete 
using a quartzose sandstone for coarse aggregate. 
5. Temperature rise is lower than for ordinary con-
crete and is due to the high fly-ash content and low 
initial placing temperature of approximately 
50 OF. 
6 . Test results of bonding of the joints of the test 
section were not as good as ant icipated; however, 
bonding of the horizontal joints can be obtaired by 
control of lift thickness to !; 1 inch. adequate com-
paction, and adjustment of the mortar content for 
variation in voids of the coarse aggregate. Testing 
for the voids ratio in accordance with ASTM Des-
ignation : C-29 should be a part of the quality control 
program. Finally. horizontal joints must be clean and 
maintained in a moist condition . 
7. The use of Slip-form pavers using laser control of 
both horizontal and vertical alinement for construct -
ing the upstream and downstream facing elements 
of the dam is acceptable . 
8 . The low modulus in the RCC mixes may be at-
tributed to the high mortar content of the 1 'It -inch 
MSA as compdred to a 4-inch MSA mass concrete. 
the low modulus of the coarse aggregates influenced 
by either the bedding planes of the aggregate (quart -
zose sandstone), or microcracking at the interface of 
the mortar and coarse aggregate. 
9 . Additional research is needed in several areas: 
a. Methods to entrain air to increase the durability 
of RCC under freeze-thaw conditions 
b. Methods of accelerated strength testing for 
quality control of high fly-ash concretes 
c. Methods to detec.:t voids at horizontal lift lines 
in construction 
d. Investigation of factors influencing tempera-
ture rise of high fly-ash concretes. In particular at 
early ages (1 to 3 days) 
e. Factors Influencing Joint bond potential includ-
Ing time , temperature, and paste content 
MATERIALS INVESTIGATIONS 
The materials investigations were based on two dif-
fering philosoph ies for the m ix design of ACC : 
(1) unprocessed. " pit-run " materials from the foun-
dation excavation, and (2) processed graded mate-
rials produced the same as for conventional concrete. 
Three mix designs were developed, the first con-
taining 100 percer.t unprocessed materials , the sec-
ond, a combination of both processed and pit-run 
sand, and the third, i'ncorporating 100 percent clean, 
graded sand. 
The coarse aggregate for the laboratory testing pro-
gram was a crushed sandstone obtained from talus 
slopes at the jobsite . The sandstone is marginal in 
quality with specific gravity ranging from 2.49 to 
2.54 , absorption of 1.7 percent , and LA abrasion 
loss (at SOD revolutions) of 65 .1 percent. Pertinent 
data on the sandstone coarse aggregate are given in 
table 1. 
Three sand sources were used for the laboratory 
testing program; pit-run sand from the damsite. 
crusher fines generated from the aggregate crushing 
operation. and clean processed sand obtained from 
a local Denver aggregate source . Pertinent data on 
these sands are given In table 2. 
For the test placement, the coarse aggregate was 
obtained by crushing talus material at the jobsite . The 
properties of the coarse aggregate usod for RCC and 
facing concrete are given In table 3 . This coarse ag-
gregate is very similar in physical properties to the 
aggregate used in the laboratory mix program. with 
the exception of the grading . A high percentage of 
aggregate in the JAI - to ~ -Inf;h size caused a 3 to 4 
Tdble 1 - laboratory mile program - coarse aggregate phYSical 
propertIes - ACe 
I V2 In 
¥. m 
3~ In 
No 4 
Pan 
SpeCifiC gravity 
Absorption 
VOids conte;"l t 
Coarse agg, ~gate grading 
(IndiVidual percent 
~eta ned)'--__ 
MIX L- I I MIX L-2 . L ~ 3 
12 
56 
2 1 
11 
o 
3 
52 
39 
4 
2 
254 2 54 
I 6 7 I 67 
38 30 38 3 5 
_______ .1--_____ L--
USA Allp.rna le Sieve Deslgnallons ASTM E II 
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percent increase in the voids ratio content of the ag-
gregate . This led to an increase in segregation and 
a decrease in the compactabtlity of the RCC. partic-
ularly in mixes T-2 and T-3 . The voids content of 
aggregate used in RCC should be monitored closely 
to ensure that there is sufficient mortar in the mix . 
Three sand sources were also used In the test place-
ment mixes . Pit-run sand was similar in quality to the 
sand used in the laboratory test program. Talus sand 
was obtained from the aggregate crushing operation; 
however, the processing did not remove the consid-
erable amount of overburden which led to contaml-
r'ation with silty fines. The clean, graded sand was 
obtained from a commercia l source near Salt Lake 
City. Pertinent data on these sands are given in table 
4 . 
Because of vanations In the quali ty of the available 
pit -run sand . a clean. graded sand w as reqUired . ThiS 
led to the use of higher fly -ash contents In the mix 
design to supply the necessary flOes for adequate 
consolidation and reduction In segregation nf the 
RCC. 
Laboratory standard cement and fly ash were used 
for the three laboratory mix deSigns . PhYSical and 
chemical proper ties of cement and fly ash are given 
in table 5 . For the test placement , type II. low-alkali 
cement was obtained from a commercial producer 
Class F pOllolan (fly ash) was supplied from a pow-
p. rplant located In western Wyoming PhYSical and 
chemical properties of cement and fly ash are given 
In table 6 . 
PRELIMINARY MIX DESIGN 
AND MORTAR STUDIES 
The initial ACC miX deSign tnals w ere begun In Apri l 
1980 Preliminary miX deSign Investiga tions were 
performed In accordance With procedures outlined In 
ACI (Amencan Concrete Institute) Committee 207 
report on ACe These miX deSigns generally flroved 
unacceptable because of the poor w ork ablht 'l of the 
mixes 
In an effort to reduce the tIme for prehmlnary tests. 
a series of mOrtar tes ts w as conducted to es tabhst'l 
baSIC strength and w orkability parameters of mortar 
After developing an " optimal mortar" deSIgn, the 
r ercentage of coarse aggregate for ACC deSigns w as 
optimized for the most w orknble mix 
SIX sCries of mortar mixes w ere tested to Inves tigate 
the follOWing mix deSign parameters 
• ~ ratio (fly ash cement) 
Table 2 - laboratory mIx prograrr - fine aggregate physIcal properttes - RCe 
Fine aggregate grading (Individual percent retained) 
Sieve Individual grading Combined grading 
deslg- PAS ' TS' CC' Mix L- l M,x L-2 M,x L 3 
nat ion 40 percent PAS 25 percent PAS 100 percent CC 
No. 60 percent TS 75 percent CC 
4 3.0 90 2.0 6.6 
8 6.7 12 .0 2.0 9.9 
16 12 .3 6.0 12 0 8.5 
30 14 .3 10.0 31.0 11.7 
50 18.5 35.0 34.0 28.4 
100 173 23.0 14 .0 20.7 
200 6.8 3.8 5.0 
200 21 1 12 -
Specific 
gravity 2.40 262 2.65 
Absorption 578 0 .81 0 .84 
VOids 
content 3~ 97 35.25 32 .69 
I 
PRS - PIt run sand - ..loper SIIlIwater rlamsne 
.' TS - Crushed latus sana - Upper Stlllwaler dams'te 
I CC - Oear Creek sand - [)t:nver laboratory standard 
w 
• C .. FA ratio (water.cement plus fly ash) 
• C s;n~A ratio (cement plus fly " :sond) 
• Sand content (vanous blends o! processed 
sand, pit -run sand, and crusher fines) 
Flow of mortar and compresSive strength testing of 
2 -Inch cu~es were perfor"l1ed In accordance with 
ASTM C 109·80 (Compressive Strength of Hy-
draulic Cement Mortars) The results of these tests 
are shown In table 7 and on flgoJre 1 Five trial mixes 
were made w ith a class F fly ash, and one trial was 
conducted uSing a class C fly ash The concept of 
these mortar mixes was to develop a stiff mortar (as 
compared to conventional mortar) with the reqUired 
strength parameters, while utiliZing as high a per-
centage of fly ash as possible In an effon to minimize 
heat generation 
Mmtar deSign mix No 52 , which used a plt· run sand 
content of 40 percent plus 60 percent crusher fines 
and fly ash to cement ra tio of 60 40 , was selected 
for development of laboratory miX No. L- l FollOWing 
the construction of the test placement. additional 
mortar tests w ere conducted uSing a clean proc-
BEST COpy 1tll '; . .. . 
5.0 
9.2 
5 
2.3 2.0 
32 2.0 
12 .1 12 .0 
2b.8 31.0 
3U.0 340 
14.8 14.0 
5.5 50 
5.3 -
-
-
---
---
essed s.and (mixes No. 53 to 58) which was used In 
laboratory mix No. L-3 . 
Upon complet ing the mortar studies. a senes of Inal 
mt)(es w as conducted to evaluate the strength and 
wmkablli ty of Aee mIxes at varying percen!ages of 
No 4 to 1 1,7-Inch MSA. The 1 Yz ·inch MSA was an 
early deCISion based upon the problems of segre-
gation as reponed by others anJ has since been 
changed to 2-lnch MSA. In addition, test procedures 
for mixIng and testing ACe and ~ nethods of casltng 
tes t spt:c lmens were evaluated . The surcharge 
weIght for th e Vebe test wa s Inc reased t o 50 
pounds . Test cyhnders were cast on the Vebe tahle 
In three hft s With a 20-pound surcharge Basod on 
workability . (.ompresslon , and tension tes ts . a 
coarse aggregate content of 55 percent (by volume) 
was estabhsh~d as the optimal aggregate percent· 
age ThiS mix deSign was then selected for complete 
phYSical properties testing as r,lix L· l . 
FINAL MIX DESIGN STUDIES 
DeveloprnfJn t of laboratory Mix Designs 
Three mix deSigns were developed for complete 
phYSical propert ies testing In the laboratory Tests 
Table 3 - Upper Stillwater Darn concrete test placement -
coarse aggregate phVSlcal propertieS - Individual grading 
Ipercent retalt"ledl 
ACC 
Sieve MI. T-l MIX T·2 Mix T-3 
deSignatIon (lifts 1·31 IlJfts 4 ·7) (lifts 8· 11 1 
(IndivIdual percent retained) 
1 ~ inch 
1 Yz inch 
¥ .. Inch 
'At inch 
No. 4 
Pan 
Specific gravity 
Absorpt ion 
SIeve 
deSIgnatIon 
1 inch 
'h inch 
No. 4 
No. 8 
Pan 
Speci fic gravity 
AbsorJ-ltion 
0 .0 0 .0 0.0 
2.3 1.5 1.2 
49.9 40.1 41 .4 
33.9 42.5 43 .8 
9.7 8.9 11 .8 
3.7 6.0 1.8 
2.49 
2.8 percent 
Facing concrete 
MIX T·4 and T-5 
IlndMdual percent retained) 
0 .0 
63 .7 
33 .1 
1.9 
1.3 
2.49 
2.8 
and test ages are shown in table 8 . Though there 
w ere ~ ome adjustments in these mix designs due to 
vanations in aggregate gradations and workability re· 
QUirements. the primary mix design parameters were 
held constant. The three mix designs used in the 
laboratory studies are shown in table 9 . 
As discussed in the .,ection " Preliminary Mix Design 
and Mortar Studies, " mix L- l wa~ developea from a 
series of mortar studies conducted earlier in the test· 
ing program. The sta te-of-the-art with respect to 
ACe mix design suggested that pit -run or " as-dug" 
matenals could be utihzed In the ACe mixes. M ix 
L- l Incorporated the use of pit -run sand , combined 
With "crusher fines" generated by the processing of 
coarse aggregate . The quantity of coarse aggregate 
was determined by substituting different percent-
ages of aggregate with mortar until a workable mix 
was found . 
6 
Mix L-2 was developed to reduce the total heat gen-
erated by the ACC. The adiaballc temperature rise of 
mix design l - l was considered too high for thermal 
design considerations. In this mix design, approxi-
mately 60 pounds of cement were replaced with fly 
ash. which increased the FA:C ratio to 75 :25 _ This 
reduced the total amount of heat evolved and the 
rate of heat evolution. Because 0" variations in the 
quality of pit-run sand used at the damsite. a change 
in sand source was required . Mix l -2 incorporated 
75 percent clean, processed sand and only :£.5 per-
cent unprocessed, pit -run sand. The 25 percent pit-
run sand provided the fines required for optimal com-
paction . 
Mix L-3 is based upon the mix design procedures 
developed during the Milton Brook Dam studies in 
the United Kingdom. This mix design was based 
upon the use of 100 percent clean ~~lld w ith the fines 
required for optimal compaction supplied by the ad-
di t ion of flv ash. This mix design was deemed nec-
essary t: r cause of the w ide vari·]tion in quality of pit-
run sand in mixes used at the Upper Stillwater Dam 
site . Though it is possible to design an RCe mix w ith 
pit ·run materials. the variation in quality as well as 
the percentage of fines in this material would make 
Quality control extremely difficult. 
Two additional mix designs were investigated to a 
limited extent in the laboratory, Mixes L-4 and L-5 
were designed With a higher paste content to provide 
additional joint bonding capabilities if the nead arises 
during a construction delay or shutdown. These mix 
designs are shown in table 9. 
Mixing and Testing Procedures 
The ACC was mixed in the laboratory in a g_ft .1 drum 
mixer. For mix L- l . aggregates and 75 percent of the 
water were added and mixed for 1 minute. This was 
necessary to break up lumps of pit -run sand. Follow-
ing this mixing, cementitious materials and the re-
maining water were added and muted for 4 additional 
minutes . Mixing procedures w ere altered for mixes 
;"-2 and L·3 w ith the addition of all materials and 
enough water to bring the workability to a range of 
35 to 45 seconds as determined by the Vebe test . 
Fresh Concrete 
Workabili ty and denSity of the fresh concrete were 
determined with the Vebe Vibrating table apparatus. 
Tests were conducted to determine workability. ex-
pressed as the time required to consolidate 28 
pounds of ACe In a cylinder clamped to the vibrating 
table. Tests were performed with and Without a 50-
pound surcharge w eight. The Vebe time was ex-
pressed as the time reqUired for paste to migrate 
Table 4 . - Upper Stiltwater Dam concrete test placement - fine aggregate physIcal propert ies - IndivIdual grading (percent retained) . 
Pit-run sand Talus sand Clean sand 
Sieve Fine Coarse Average Fine Coarse Average Fine Coarse Average designation 
No. 
(individual percent retained) 
4 0.0 22 .7 9.6 9.0 37.2 19.5 4 .6 5.0 4 .8 
8 4 .1 5.0 6.0 7.2 17.3 10.0 9.7 10.8 10.2 
16 14.1 13.0 16.2 2.9 7.7 6.8 8.0 10.8 9.4 
30 15.0 24.3 18.7 16.3 3.8 7.1 17.5 15.7 16.6 
50 15.8 18.6 17.2 7.1 4.4 15.9 31.2 31.4 31 .3 
100 16.2 11 .0 16.1 25.2 22.0 25.2 21.9 22 .1 22.0 
200 6.4 2.9 5.3 9.6 3 .7 6.3 5.2 2.3 3.8 
- 200 28.4 2.5 10.9 22.7 3 .9 9.2 1.9 1.9 1.9 
FM 1.70 3.34 2 .54 1.90 3.83 2.73 2.45 2 .59 2 .52 
Specific 
gravity 2.44 2.63 2 .58 
Absorption - 5.70 2.30 0 .80 
Combined grading 
M ix 1 Mix 2 Mix 3 
Sieve 40 percent PAS ' 25 percent TS 100 percent CS 
designation 60 percent TS' 75 percent CS' 
No. 
(individual percent retained) 
4 
8 
16 
30 
100 
200 
- 100 
200 
PRS - PTrn.w1 sand 
, TS - T.-us sand 
. cs - O8an und 
15.5 
8.4 
10.6 
11.7 
16.4 
21.6 
5.9 
15.8 
9.9 
completely around the surcharge or around the pe-
riphery of the cylinder (similar to the Cannon test). 
(3 (pg. 17-18)) The drier mIX L- l had a Vebe time of 
approXImately 50 to 60 seconds with the surcharge 
wetght The wetter mIxes L-2 and L-3 had Vebe tImes 
of approxImately 25 to 35 seconds with the sur-
charge weoght and 35 to 45 seconds without the 
1£51 CO~~ rv'" -_ .-
8 .5 4 .8 
10.2 10.2 
8.8 9.4 
14.2 16.6 
27.4 31.3 
22.8 22 .0 
4.4 3.8 
8.1 5.7 
3.7 1.9 
surcharge weight . Because this test involves some 
estimation as to when the paste fills all the voids 
under the surcharge or around the rim of the cylinder, 
the variation in Vebe time is relat ively high (standard 
devidtion of 5 to 20 seconds) . The presence of small 
rock pockets within the sample further complicates 
th~ test. Research needs to be performed on test 
Table 5 . - laboratory mix program - physical and chemical propenies 0: cement and p\)zzo'an - RCC 
Physical properties Chemical analysis Percent 
Type II. LA cement - M-7120 
Loss on ignition (percent) 1.3 Silica SiO, 21.6 
Specific surface (m' /kg) 392 Alumina AI,O, 4 .8 
SpeCific gravity 3.16 Iron Fe ~OJ 3.9 
Compressive strength: Calcium CaO 62 .3 
3 days (Ib/ in' ) 2.340 Magnesium MgO 3 .0 
7 days (Ib/ in' ) 3.700 Total sulfates SO, 2.7 
Initial set (h :min) 3 :30 Sodium Na,O .3 
Final set (h:min) 5 :25 Potassium K,O .4 
Insoluble residue .8 
Class F - Pozzalan - M-6498 
Loss on ignition (percent) 2.0 Silica SiO, 46.1 
Fineness (percent retained Alumina AI,O, 19.0 
on No. 325 sieve) 2.44 Iron FezO) 18.6 
Specific gravity - 0 .004 Magnesium MgO 1.3 
Autoclave expansion (percent) 96 Total sulfates S0, 1.6 
Water requirement (percent) Moisture content .03 
Compressive strength : 
28 days with cement (percent) 82 
' -day lime pozzalan (Ib/ in' ) 960 
Table 6 - Upper Sl llIwater Dam concrete tesl placement - phYSical and chemical properlieS of cement and pouolan 
PhYSical properties 
Type II. LA cement 
Loss on ignition (percent) 
Specific surface (m' /kg) 
Specific gravi ty 
Compressive strength : 
3 days lib/ in' ) 
7 days lib/in' ) 
Initial set (h:min) 
Final set (h:mln) 
Class F - Pozlolan 
Loss on Ignlilon (percent) 
Fineness (percent retained 
on No. 325 sIeve) 
SpeCifiC gravity 
Autoclave expansion (percent) 
Water reqUirement (percent) 
Compressive strength : 
28 days WIth cement (percent) 
7 -day lome pOlzalan lib/in' ) 
0 .8 
420 
3.20 
3.660 
4 .710 
3:20 
5:05 
0 .3 
25 
2.34-2.4 1 
0 .02 
9 1 
93 
1.250 
8 
Chemical analysIs Percent 
Silica SiO, 22 1 
Alumina AI,O, 3.7 
Iron Fe~OJ 3.0 
CalCium CaO 63.4 
MagneSium MgO 2.6 
Total sulfates S0, 2.9 
Sodium Na,O 3 
Potassium K,O .4 
Insoluble reSidue .4 
Silica SiO, } 
Alumina AI,O, 84 .0 
Iron Fe"O) 
MagneSium MgO 2.9 
Total sulfates S0, .6 
Moisture content 0 
'cST COpy AVAiLABLE 
Table 7. - Laboratory mile program - mix design summaries - mortar mixes - RCC . 
Cement/ Cement Fly ash Cement- Sand Flow. Compressive strength. Ibt in' 
Mix pozzotan weight . weight. W pozzolan/ weight. mm 7- 28- 90- 180- 365-
ratio g g C+P sand ratio g day day day day day 
51 40:60 289 335 0.47 1:275 1677 60 1218 2010 31 48 
52 40:60 289 335 .47 1:275 1687 82 1276 2 118 3307 
53 30:70 150' 259 .47 1:275 1186 105 1059 1982 3191 4371 5615 
54 30:70 150' 259 .43 1'275 1186 84 1395 2565 3977 4617 6219 
55 25:75 125' 278 .47 1.275 1168 129 921 1666 2881 3694 5222 
56 25:75 125' 278 .43 1:275 1168 113 1100 1975 3142 4069 5468 
57 20:80 100' 298 .47 1:275 1153 128 586 1145 2095 3134 3851 
58 20:80 100' 298 .43 1:275 1153 112 767 1314 2530 3394 4442 
• Clear Creek sand. 'h batches 
Note: Mix 5 1 made with a ~end of 60 percent pit-run sand and 40 percent crushed talus sand. 
- Mix 52 made With a ~end of 40 percent pit-run sand and 60 perc"!nt crushed talus sand. 
methods for RCC to reduce the visual error and sub-
Jectivity of this test. 
The density of fresh concrete was determined using 
the weight of the vibrated sample and its calculated 
volume. The volume of the sample vibrated was de-
termined by filling the Vebe cylinder above the sam-
ple w ith water and subtracting the volume of the 
water from the known volume of the cylinder. When 
the surcharge weight was used with the Vebe test. 
I 
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the density of fresh concrete was determined im-
mediately after completion of the test. When the 
Vebe test was used without the surcharge . the sam-
ple was vibrated following the init ial test up to a total 
time of 2 minutes prior to determining the density. 
A summary of the properties of fresh concrete is 
shown in table 10. 
Laboratory test specimens (6 by 12 inches) were 
cast on the Vebe table . Steel cylinder molds were 
T I ME (dO ys) 
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Table 8. - Laboratory mix program - telts performed - RCC. 
Test Test age (if applicable) 
2 7 28 90 180 365 Design criteria 
days 
Static uniaxial compressive stnmgth X X X X ' X 3.000 Ib/in' 
Modulus of elasticity and 
Poisson's ratio (compression) X X X X X 
Static uniaxial tensile strength X X X 180Ib/in' 
Modulus of elasticity and 
Poisson's ratio (tension) X X X X 
Uniaxial creep in compression X X X X 
Static cohesion and coefficient 
of internal friction X X X 300 Ib/in'. 0 .5 
Coefficient of thermal expansion X 
Adiabatic temperature rise (50 'F) X 
Ditfusivity X 
Density X X X X . 1451b/ tt' 
Permeability X X 
Freeze-thaw resistance X 25 percent maximum 
weight loss at 
500 cycles 
Drying shrinkage 
• Design criteria age. 
Table 9. - laboratory mix program - mix design summaries - ACC. 
Mix designation 
Air (1 percent) 
Water (WI 
Cement (e) 
Fly ash (FA) 
Fine aggregata: 
Pit run 
Crushed talus 
Clean - ("lear Creek 
Coarse aggregate: 
No. 4 10 1 Y, inch 
Total 
c ~ FA lpo«ont woightl 
FA (percent C+FA volume) 
ThsOf'etical density 
L· l L·2 L·3 L-4 L·5 
Weight. Vol - Wetght. Vo l· Weight . Vol - Weight. Vol - W eight . Vol -
Ib ume. Ib ume. Ib ume. Ib ume. Ib ume. 
fl' fl' fl' fl' fl' 
0.27 0 .27 0.27 0 .27 0 .27 
183.0 2.96 175.0 2 .82 t80.0 2 .89 t86.0 2.98 194.0 3.11 
t82 .0 .93 12 1.0 .61 129.0 .67 132.0 .67 15 6 .0 .61 
210.0 1.38 269.0 1.77 286 .0 1.88 295.0 1.94 344.0 2 .26 
421.0 2.71 286.0 1.85 
661.0 4 .05 
867.0 5.25 1.1340 6 .87 1. 171 .0 7.09 1. 101 0 6 .67 
2 .324.0 14.70 2.283.0 14.43 2.285.0 14.tl4 2.223.0 14.05 2.200 0 13.90 
3.981.0 27.00 4.001 0 27.00 4 .0140 27.00 4 .007.0 27.00 3.9950 27.00 
0 .47 
59 7 
14740 
0.45 
74.4 
148. 19 
10 
0.43 
737 
148.67 
0 .44 
74.3 
148.41 
mT COrY AVAILABLE 
0.39 
74 .1 
147.96 
rigidly clamped to the vibrating table . Test cylinders 
were cast in three equal lifts under a 20~pound sur-
charge weight. Paste filled around the edge of the 
surcharge before the next lift was placed. Jointed 
test specimens were fabricated by placing and com-
pacting one-half of the cylinder. and placing the top 
half following a specified cure (generally 24 hours). 
After the test program. a new method of casting 6-
by 12 ·inch cylinders was developed. A standard 6-
by I 2-inch plastic mold was set inside the steel cyl-
inder and clamped tightly. but without deforming the 
plastic mold . The RCC was then vibrated in place as 
before. and the entire specimen in the mold was re-
moved. This method is advantageous over casting 
in the steel molds because of the time savings in-
volved . 
Hardened Concrete 
A summary of tests performed on ACe is shown in 
table 8 . Unless otherwise noted, tests were per-
formed on specimens fog-cured at 73 OF. 
Compressive strength testing was performed on 6-
by 12-inch cylinders in accordance with ASTM Des-
ignation: C 39-BO (Compressive Strength of Cylin-
drical Concrete Specimens) . Modulus of elasticity 
and Poisson's ratio in compression were initially de-
termined w ith an extensometer-compressometer 
frame at early ages (2B days or less). Automation of 
testing apparatus made it possible to test stress ver-
sus strain to failure with epoxied strain gages. During 
the process of epoxying strain gages, test speci-
mens were kept moist by wrapping them in plastic. 
The modulus of elasticity was determined in a stress 
range between 100 and 1.000 Ib/ in2 unless exces-
sive ~.train was experienced (generally early age 
tests). in which case the upper value was reduced to 
600 Ib/in2. Direct tensile strength testing was per-
formed on 6- by 12-inch cylinders epo.ied to steel 
end plales. Tests were performed on both jointed 
and unjOinted specimens. Onlv one failure was at-
tributed to failure across the joint; thus, joint effi-
ciency would be considered close to 100 percent . In 
some cases. bond failure occurred in the epoxy at 
the end plate. These failures, when not occurring in 
the test specimen, are not included in average tensile 
strength values reported herein . The modulus of elas-
tICity and POISSon'S rat io in tension were computed 
from stress versus strain readings recorded from 
epoXied strain gages. These values were calculated 
over a stress range from 50 to 150 Iblin' unless 
excessIVe strain was recorded , in which case the up-
per stress liml' was reduced to 100 Ib/in' . 
Creep parameters were determined from tests of 
sealed concrete speCimens under constant com-
pt'"essrve load Test specimens were cast In copper 
sleeves. with gage point Inserts embedded in the 
" . - . 
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concrete. Specimens were fog-cured. lapped ~ iane . 
and ~ealed prior to testing . Two specimens were 
loaded at each test age. with one companiOi ' spec-
imen retained without load under the same test con-
ditions. Axial strain measurements werp tai<en at 
third points around the circumference of the cylinders 
prior to loading. immediately after loading. and at 
regular intervals thereafter. Measurements were 
taken with a fulcrum plate strain gage. The applied 
load was less than 20 percent of th e ultimate 
strength of the concrete at each test age . The mag-
nitudes of the creep parameters 1/ E and F(K) are 
based upon the empirical logarithmic function 
where: 
c ~ l 1E + AK)ln(r + 1) 
c = elastic plus creep strain per Ibj in2 
E = modulus of elasticity at loading age 
K. lb/in' 
f{K) = creep parameter. a constant for any 
particular loading age K 
In(r+ l) = natural logarithm of the time after 
loading plus one. 
These values can be determined from a semiloga-
rithmic plot of time plus one as the abscissa and 
elastic plus cree)... strain as the ordinate on the linear 
scale . The intersection of this line with the coordinate 
(r+ 1) = 1 gives the value of 1 I E. and the AI<) is de-
rived from the slope of the stra ight line curve. 
Static cohesion and coefficient of internal friction 
were determined from shear break-bond and sliding 
friction tests of jointed concrete specimens. The in-
tact specimen was subjected to a biaxial stress until 
shear failure occurred across the horizontal joint . Til! 
failurE" nl;:tne across the jOint is predetermined tv 
casting the hardened concrete specimen into sepa-
rate holding rings approximately one-fourth of an inch 
apart. Normal loads are applied to the specimen at 
stresses varying from 50 to 100 Ibjin2. and the shear 
load is applied to the lower ring until failure occurs 
across the joint. Following the break-bond test. slid-
ing friction tests are performed on the open joint at 
normal stresses varying from 50 to 300 Ib/ in' . Cohe-
sion and coefficient of internal fric tion are determined 
by plotting the normal and shear stresses for indi-
Vidual break-bond tests. Similar values are deter-
mined for the results of sliding friction tests. 
Diffusivi ty of RCe was determined from time-tem-
perature rea dings of 6 · by 12 -inch specimens 
brought to a constant temperature and then im-
mersed Into a high-temperature water bath. The dif· 
ference between the interior and exterior surface of 
the test specimen is ploued on a logarithmic scale 
versus time on a hnear scale . and the diffusivity is 
Table 10. - laboratory mix program - propenies of fresh concrete - ACC. 
With surcharge 
Mi. No. Time. Unit weight. 
s Ib/ll' 
L- l 61.0 147.1 
°0 lB.B .6 
oOCV (percent) 30.6 .4 
L-2 33 .0 146 .6 
0 5 .3 .7 
CV (percent) 16.1 .5 
L-3 32.4 147.6 
0 5 .9 .7 
CV (percent) lB.2 .5 
• 0 - Standard deviation O. CV _ Coefficient of variation 
computed when the rate of change of temperature 
is constant with time . The interior temper.'lture was 
determined with a thermocouple embedded in the 
center of the cylinder. 
The temperature rise of mass concrete was deter-
mined over a 2a-day period in an adiabatic calorim-
eter room on 650-pound specimens sealed in a 21 .5-
by 21.5-inch metal container in accordonce with 
USBR standard laboratory procedures . Throu9hout 
the test, the room temperature was maintained at 
the same temperature of the conCI e tl! to ensure the 
adiabatic condition. The initial temperature of the 
concrete was determined immediately after mixing . 
Generally. a 2 to 4 OF increase in temperature was 
recorded between mixing and final sealing of the test 
container due to initial hydration and energy imparted 
to the concrete during consolidation. The initial plac-
ing temperature ranged from 45 to 5B ·F. 
Coefficient of thermal expansion of hardened con-
crete was determined by direct measurement of a 
series of prisms over a temperature range from 35 
to 90 OF. Test specimens were saw cut from cylinders 
into 2- by 2- by 4-inch lengths The cumulative length 
change of three prisms was recorded to avoid the 
error incorporated with the small measurements . 
Tests were conducted in the saturated moistllre con-
dition for all mi.es and in the oven-dry and 75 percent 
moisture condition for mi. L-1. Because the I~ .al 
Denver arAa sand was used for mixes L-2 and L-~. 
the va lue~ are lower than mix L- l and lower than 
12 
Vebe test 
Without surcharge 
No. of Time. Unit weight. No. of 
tests s Ib/ ll' tests 
22 
13 36.2 147.1 9 
", 1.4 30.5 .9 
15 40.7 147.7 15 
13.9 .6 
34 .3 .4 
what would be e.pected for the dam. This was con-
firmed by tests of RCC when project sand was used 
in mix L-3 . 
The density of hardened concrete in the saturated. 
surface-dry moisture condition was determined from 
its weight and displaced volume when immersed in 
water. 
Permeability of hardened concrete was determined 
from samples of RCC subjected to a hydrostatic pres-
sure of 400 Ib/in' . The rate of f low through the spec-
imen was measured over a l ·month pertod. 
Freeze-thaw resistance was determined on 3- by 6-
inch cylinders of RCC wet-screened to ~ -inch MSA. 
Following a 2B-day fog cure. samples were subjected 
to alternating cycles of freezing and thawing until a 
25-percent weight loss w as recorded . 
Drying shrinkage was determined from length change 
measurements of RCC fog cured specimens which 
w ere then placed in laboratory air maintained at 
73 'F and 50 percent humidity. 
RESULTS OF LABORATORY 
MIX DESIGNS 
Compressive Strength 
The results of compressive strength are given in table 
I 1. As shown on figure 2. the strength and rate of 
JEST COpy AVAILABLE 
Table 11 - LaboratOfY ml" program - average strength and elastiC propenles summary - RCC. 
Mix Age Compressive Modulus of 
NO , I days strength. elasticity. 
Ib/ln' No. of Ib/in' x 10' 
tests 
L- l 2 520 3 
L- l 7 1.360 25 
L- l 28 2.130 26 1.03 
,- I 90 3.510 8 1.32 
L-I 180 4.720 3 1.58 
L- l 365 5.220 7 1.71 
L-2 2 220 3 
L-2 7 770 10 
L-2 28 1.220 14 .82 
L-2 90 2.150 18 
L-2 180 3.240 6 1.26 
L-2 365 4.780 6 1.59 
L-3 2 350 3 
L-3 7 1.110 8 
L-3 28 1.620 15 .92 
L-3 ' 28 2.030 3 1.49 
L-3 90 2.770 17 
L-3 lao 4.025 4 1.69 
L-3 365 4.960 6 1.76 
, AI rT'USS uSing a set-retarding WRA 
, USing a nonset-retardlng WRA and different sand source 
~ 
z 
. 
d' 
~' 
. I--,';r-
,. It 
Poisson's Tensile strength. Modulus of Poisson 's 
ratio. elasticity. ratio, 
in/in Ib/in' No. of Ib/in' x 10' in/ in 
tests 
0 .13 110 5 
.14 150 5 
.15 
.17 205 5 1.10 0 .13 
50 4 
.13 80 4 
130 5 
.17 135 5 1.28 .08 
.20 200 3 1.43 .14 
55 4 
.13 110 4 
.13 
130 5 
.17 185 3 1.19 .13 
.18 220 5 1.60 . 19 
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F'9U"e 2 - Laboratory mt .. Pfogram. compressrve strength development, RCC 
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strength development are influenced by the FA:C ra-
tio and the W:C+FA ratio. Through I year's age. the 
eHect of the FA:C ratio outweighs the eHecl of the 
W :C+FA ratio. Mix L· l . with a water-cement ratio 
greater than both mixes L-2 and L-3 (0.47 versus 
0.45 and 0.43. respectively). has a higher compres-
sive strength through 1 year_ This can be attributed 
to the higher percentage of cement in mix L-1 than -
in mixes L-2 and L-3 (40 percent by volume versus 
25 percent). It is anticipated that the compressive 
strength of mixes L-2 and L-3 may exceed the 
strength of mix L- I at ages beyond I year's age. Mix 
L-2 has a higher rate of strength gain after 180 days' 
age than mix L-3 . which was not anticipated with 
equal FA:C ratios; however, this may be attributed 
to within batch variations of individual mix designs. 
The strength development of all mix designs beyond 
28 days' age is greater than expected. with 28-day 
strengths varying from 25 to 40 percent of the 
I -year strengths. This is directly related to the high 
percentages of fly ash and may pose a problem for 
the early age quality control testing of field cylinders 
at the damsite . 
An accelerated strength test method needs to be 
developed to provide a quicker means of determining 
the ultimate strength potential of the mixes. The 
strength development at early ages may be influ-
enced by the use of a set-retarding WRA (water re-
ducing admixture) in the mix. particularly during the 
first 3 days. When combined with the fly-ash con-
tents. the strength development at early ages can be 
retarded. This may be advantageous for better joint 
strength development; however. the disadvantage 
would be the trapping of heat in the mass which may 
have been able to escape prior to the placement of 
the next lift of RCC. 
Modulus of Elasticity and Poisson's Ra t io in 
Compression 
Perhaps the most significant deviation from proper-
ties of conventional concrete lies with the elastic 
properties of Upper Stillwater RCC mixes. As shown 
in table 12. the modulus of elasticity in compression 
is significantly lower than that of conventional con-
crete at equal strength levels. Figure 3 shows the 
variation In compressive strength and modulus of 
elasticity for other Bureau mass concrete dams. The 
RCC test results indicate moduli ranging from 25 to 
40 percent of the modulus of conventional concrete 
at equal strengths. There are three (,ossible expla-
nations for this phenomenon: lower modulus of the 
aggregate . lower modulus of the mortar (or paste). 
Table 12 - laboratory ml .. program - creep function parameters - RCe 
Refer to creep curves I 
Mix Age at Compressive Modulus of I /E. Modulus of 
No. load strength:? elastici ty. 10·' / (lb/in' ) F(K) elasticity), 
days Ib/ in' Ib/ in' x 10' Ib/in' x 10' 
L- l 28 2. 150 ' 1.03 1.05 0 .106 0 .95 
L- l 90 3.410 ' 1.32 .84 .057 1.19 
L· I 180 4.120 ' 1.58 .67 .032 1.49 
L- l 365 4.990 ' 1.75 .57 018 I 75 
L-2 180 3.220 1.26 .62 019 1.61 
L-2 365 4.870 ' 163 .57 .013 I 75 
L-3 28 ' 2.030 ' 1.49 .66 .044 152 
L-3 180 4.170 1.69 57 .013 1 75 
L-3 365 5. 140 ' 182 .53 .021 1.89 
' Creep equa tion t l IE I F(K) In" I 1) 
t elasllc I creep slram In millionths If'Iches per Inch per Ibl ln' 
E modulus of elastICity al loadlf'lg age K 
I( .. age of concrete when load 15 Inlually applied 
F(I() II conSlant lor any loading age representing the rate of CFet"r deformallon WIth lImo 
I age In days after loading 
I Values computed by compamon 6 - .. 12-1n cylinder 
, Values from creep specimens 
• Values taken from average of all cyhnder s of mill at thai age 
, Different sand source used In ml" 
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Figure 3 . - Laboratory mix program. elastic prope"fes of concrete \lersua compr!'Jssive strength, ACe. 
or microcrack ing in the paste aggregate interface. 
According to Neville 16J: 
" The two components of concrete, cement 
paste and aggregate. when individually sub-
jected to stress. exhibit a sensibly linear stress-
strain relation. The reason for the curved rela-
tion in the composite material - concrete lies 
in the presence of interfaces between the ce-
ment paste and the aggregate and in the de-
velopmen '( o f micr ocracking at those 
Interfaces," 
As shown on figure 4 . the typical stress - strain 
relationship 01 RCC in compression shows higher 
strain values at equal stress than for conventional 
concrete. As stated before, three possible causes 
are the aggregate. paste. or their interface. Since the 
aggregate used in the mixes is in rtsetf a "cemen~ed" 
material. being a quartzose sandstone, there is a pos-
sibifity that the aggregate may experience higher 
strain and thus have a lower modulus of elasticity. 
This could. therefore. induce higher strain in the RCC 
8EST COpy AVAl LAHlF 
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stress - strain relationship or lower its modulus of 
elasticity or both. 
The effect of bedding planes in the coarse aggregate 
could also contribute to lowering the elastic modulus. 
Figure 4 shows two tests of cores of foundation 
sandstone similar in physical properties to the coarse 
aggregate . When the load was applied perpendicular 
(gO·) to the bedding planes. the strength of the sand-
stone exceeded 20.000 Ib/in' . When load was ap-
plied at a 60· a~gle from the bedding plane. the 
strength was reduced to less than 7.000 Ib/in'. and 
the specimen exhibited more than triple the strain. 
Though this type of bedding plane would not nor-
mally be lound in a crushed coarse aggregate. there 
may be some influence of the bedding of the sand-
stone in aggregate particles which could lower the 
modulus of the concrete. 
The high fly-ash content of the paste could be re-
sponsible for the high strain and lower modulus. The 
low strength of the paste co .. ,ld also result in a low 
modulus, which would be in turn lower the RCe mod-
ulus. S:'lJdies are not available which show the influ-
ence of high fly-ash contents on modulus of either 
paste or concrete . The paste-aggregate interface 
may also be responsible for the lower modulus of 
elasticity and high strain of the stress - strain rela-
tionship. Following Neville 's hypothesis [6J. micro-
cracking at the paste-aggregate interface causes 
local stress intensity, increasing the magnitude of the 
strain, thus causing strain to increase faster than the 
applied stress resulting in the stress-strain "curve." 
The sandstone used for these mix designs contained 
individual sand grains which could be " rubbed off" 
the aggregate surface. This " rubbing off " could also 
be occurring during the application of stress, causing 
microcracking . 
The low modulus of the aggregate will probably be 
revealed as the factor influencing the low modulus of 
the RCC. This is not considered detrimental to the 
RCC. Rather. high-strength. low-modulus concrete 
would probably be considered a benefit for this struc-
ture. which is subjected to significant differential tem-
perature stresses during and after the cooling of the 
dam. 
Poisson 's ratio in compression compares with con-
ventional concrete in the establis:,ed range of 0 .10 
to 0.20 in/in . as shown in table 6. This should be 
expected. as the ratio of strain should not differ sig-
nificantly with respect to lateral versus longitudinal 
deformation. 
Tensile Strength 
The results of tensile strength testing are shown in 
table 11 and on figure 5 . As with compressive 
strength. the rate .of tensile strength development 
after 28 days' age i~ significant. again attributed to 
the high percentages of fly ash. All these mix designs 
e.ceed the 180-lb/ in- tenSile strength design require-
ment. but not to the same degree as the compressive 
strength . Mix L-3 has tha highest tensile strength at 
1 year's age; however. mix L- l and L-2 pit-run sand 
contained some small clumps of silt and clay which 
were evident in most breaks . This may be respon-
sible for the lact that mix L- l had a lower tensi le 
strength expressed as a percent of the compressive 
strength. There was only one occurrence of joint 
bond failure throughout the test program , indicating 
that with a clean joint and proper consolk!a tion ad-
equate joint bonding can be achieved. 
10e:> ,-----,--,-----;,---
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Figure 4 - Laboratory mix program. tYPical slress versus strain curves. RCe 
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Modulus of Elasticity and Poisson' s Ratio in 
Tension 
Test results for modulus of elastici ty and Poisson's 
ratio in tension are given in table 11 . Though the 
number of tests is limited, the results do indicate that 
the modulus of elasticity is lower than what is nor-
mally found w ith conventional concrete. Again , as 
with compression, the stress-strain relationship in-
dicates higher stra in than is normally found in con-
ventional concrete. 
Creep 
The creep test results are given in table 12. As 
shown on figures 6 through 8. the instantaneous de-
formation , l i E (elastic plus creep strain). is higher 
than that of conventional concrete . This difference is 
related to the low modulus of elasticity of RCC. The 
rate of creep deformation. f{X1 . is similar to that of 
conventional concrete at equal strength levels. Re-
'0 0 
' 50 f-
~""IL' 1 
-O-- Mtl l-
-b- NIJ: L-
'00 
ferring to figures 6 and 8, mix L-3 has a lower in-
stantaneous deformation than mix L-l at 28 days· 
age. which can be attributed to a higher modulus of 
elasticity for this particular mix (with Moon and White 
sand source). There is some inconsistency associ-
ated wi th the creep lines generated for mix L-3 at 
180 and 365 days' loading age. This apparently is 
due to the inaccuracy of measurements of defor-
mation. The test specimens loaded at 180 days had 
smaller deflections after loading and should be con-
sidered less accurate than the recorded values at 1 
year. which shows exce llent correlation of data 
points . 
Cohesion and Coefficient of Internal Friction 
Test results for cohesion and coeffi cient of internal 
friction are given in table 13 and on figures 9 through 
19. All three mix designs exceed Ihe design reqUire-
ment of 300 Ibjin' and 0 .5 for cohesion and coeffi-
cient of internal friction. respectively. 
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Coefficient of Thermal Expansion 
Values for coefficient of thermal expansion are listed 
in table 14. Initial testing of mixes L-2 and L-3 was 
performed w ith concrete specimens which contained 
a local Denver area sand and which had lower coef-
fi cients of thermal expansion than was expected . 
When mix L-3 was retested with a project Quartz-
sand. the value increased from 3 .20 to 4 .96 x 10·· 
of . These values are similar to mix L-l and within the 
range of quartzitic aggregates which have an above 
average thermal coefficient of expansion. Values 
agree with test results from samples obtained from 
the test section as shown in table 15. 
Adiabatic Temperature Rise 
Results of adiabatic temperature ri se test s are shown 
in table 16 and on figures 20 through 23 . These re-
sults indicate a substantial delay in heat generation 
during the 24 to 36 hours following placing. There 
are three probable causes for this delay or retarda-
tion : (1) the use of a set-retarding WRA. (2) the low 
18 
initial placing temperature. and (3) the high percent-
age of fly ash. Tests were performed with and with-
out the set-retarding WRA on laboratory mix L-3 . as 
shown on figure 21 . The delav in heat generation was 
reduced by approximately 12 hours : however. little 
temperature rise occurred during the first 24 hours. 
In previous temperature rise studies. It was found 
that when higher percennges of fly ash were com-
bined with low placing temperatures and retarders, 
the total delay in setting time was greater than the 
sum of the delay attributed to each of the three com-
ponents individually. This also appears to be the case 
occurring with the RCe. The total temperature rise 
at 28 days reflects the percentage of fly ash as well 
as the total cementitious materials content with mix 
L- l having the highest total temperature rise. fol-
lowed by mixes L-3 and L-2 . This is because mix L-
1 had approximately 50 pounds more cement than 
mi. L-3 . The temperature rise of mix L· l at 45 .5 -F 
:n 28 days is relatively high for a mass concrete dam; 
however. with 1 'h-inch MSA. the total cementit ious 
mnterials content must be increased above that for 
a C(\nventional 3-inch MSA concrete. Temperature 
~EST CO~y AVAILA LE 
rise for mixes L-2 and L-3 is low even for a mass 
concrete dam with a lower cementitious materials 
content . 
Two additional tetT'!;:>t:'rature rise tests were per-
formed. one on mix L-5. a richer mix proposed for 
u-:: :: when delays in construction exceed 2 days. and 
one on the facing element mi)( design (FE-1) . These 
results are shown in table 16 and on figures 22 and 
23. These test results are consistent with resul ts 
from earlier mixes w ith the exception of the facing 
element mix after 14 Jays. Here. a decrease in con-
crete temperature occurred rather than a continuing 
increase. The cause for this occurrence has not been 
determined. 
Density 
The results of density testing 2re given in tables 10 
and 11 . All mix designs me~ t the design density re-
quirement of 145 Ib/ ftJ. which is somewhat lower 
than conventional. non-air-entrained concrete . This 
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can be attributed to the low specific gravities of the 
coarse aggregate (2 .54) and f:y ash when compared 
to average specific gravities of aggregate and ce-
ment. respectively. The density of fresh concrete, 
determined by the Vebe test . compares favorably 
w ith the theoretical density. but is lower than the 
density of cast hardened concrete cylinder speci-
mens. It appears that the densities of test cylinders 
exceed what would be achieved in the Vebe test. 
due to a pas-sible over vibration of the sample . 
Permeability 
The results of permeability tests are given in table 
17. These values are equal to or lower than those 
associated with conventional mass concrete . This 
can be attributed to the high fines content supplied 
by the fly ash and the low water to cementitious 
materials ratio. Failure of sealant material prevented 
the measurement of permeability for mix L-3. How-
ever. similar mixes were tested. and .... alue of 4 .0 x 
10'" ~ Iyr can be estimated . The standard test pro-
F'9ure 7 - l .Jboratory mIx program. creep of mix l ·2. RCe 
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Figure 8 . - laboratory mi. program, creep of mi. l ·3 . Ree. 
cedure for permeability invol .... es correcting values to 
a standard test age of 60 days of curing. This was 
not useful because these procedures assume a higher 
degree of hydration of cementitious materials at that 
age than is achieved w ith Ree. The permeability of 
mix L- 1. which was tested at 28 days ' age. would 
probably be 25 to 50 percent lower if tested at a 
later age . Mixes L-2. L-4. and L-5 were tested when 
their compressive strengths were approximately 
4 .000 Ib/in' . These tests reflect a decrsase in perme-
ability at equal strengths w ith an increase in cemen-
titious materials content. as shown on figure 24 . 
Diffusivity 
The results of test ing for diffusivity are sho""n in table 
10 and on figures 25 through 27 . These test results 
f!;11 within the normal ranges of conventional con-
crete. with the values primarily governed by the ag-
gregates . Mixes L-2 and L-3 incorporated the use of 
local Denver sand. Mix L-3 was retested w ith sand 
obtained from the Moon and White sand source . 
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Drying Shrinkage 
Drying-shrinkage results are given in tables 19 and 
20 and on figures 28 through 33 . The average drying 
shrinkage values for laboratory mix designs L- l . 
L-2. and L-3 are higher than for conventional mass 
concrete which generally has a shrinkage of approx-
imately 0 .00500 inch after 1 year of drying. How-
ever. th is should be expected w ith only 1 ~-i nch MSA 
and relatively high monar content . In addition. an ag-
gregate witt, a low modulus of elasticity. sur:h as the 
sandstone used at Upper Stillwater. offers less re-
straint to the potential shrinkage of the paste and 
also contributes to increased drying shrinkage . 
Drying shrinkage results from the test placement 
specimens are consiQt:'rably different than from the 
laboratory specimens . Drying shrinkage from lift 3 
(mix T-1)" is much higher than from mix L - 1. This is 
probably due to a much higher water requirt!ment 
• For mi. design.1lon description. see " Concrete Mix Designs'" 
section which follows 
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Table 13. - laboratory mix program - shear and sliding friction summary - ACe. 
Break bond summaryl .2 Sliding friction summary 1.3 
Mix Age, 4>, 
No days 
L, l 28 46.6 
L- l 90 49.1 
L-l 365 46.8 
L-2 28 46.5 
L-2 90 58.0 
L-2 180 54.9 
L-2 365 71.1 
L-3 28 42.1 
L-3 90 59.3 
L-3 180 63.9 
l -3 365 45.6 
, General equattOn for shear: T .. C + tan¢' (al 
, • denotes bre. bond tests 
I s denotes sliding frictfOfl teslS 
r . .. shear strength (Ib(.w) 
ts .. sheat resistance (lb(,"' ) 
C - cohe_ (Ib{on'l 
4> • frict"'" angle n 
tan cb .. coeffICient of internal fnction 
a • normal stress (lb/in
'
l 
tan 4'. 
1.06 
1.15 
106 
1.05 
1.60 
1.42 
2.92 
.90 
1.68 
2.04 
1.02 
associated with 100 percent unprocessed pit-run 
sand for mix T -1 instead of 40 percent unprocessed 
pit-run sand which was in mix L-1 (see section " Ma-
terials Investigations" ). Test reports indicate that the 
silt content of pit-run sand was as high as 34 percent 
minus No. 200 material. Lower strengths in field cyl-
inders for mix T -1 support this conclusion. Drying 
shrinkages lor lifts 6 and 8 (mixes T-2 and T-3 . re-
spectIVely) are lower than lor laboratory mixes L-2 
and L-3 , This is probably the result 01 a lower water 
content , which IS indicated in some batch scale 
weight readings and supported by higher strengths 
in field test cylinders . Most of the test specimens 
showed higher expansion after the continuous fog 
cure than what would be expected with conventional 
mass concrete , This could be due the result 01 the 
highly absorptive coa"e aggregate and the higher 
paste and mortar content associated with the smaller 
MSA, 
UPPER STIUWATER DAM -
RCC TEST PLACEMENT 
In August 1981. the ACC test placement was con-
structed at the proposed Uoper Stillwater Dam site 
(see app A) The l00-foot-long placement had a 
BEST COpy AVA/LAW 
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C,' 4>, Ian cbJ C" 
Ibt ln' Ibt ln' 
219.6 42 .0 0 .90 44 ,1 
376,3 474 1.09 44.0 
497,2 47.9 1.11 48.1 
136,3 38,8 .80 38. ~ 
240,6 45 ,0 1.00 38,5 
350.1 43.9 .96 39.2 
354.7 40.5 ,85 31.9 
234,7 459 1.03 58.1 
281.1 45.0 1.00 38.5 
310.1 43.2 .94 44.9 
575.4 42.9 .93 40,9 
cross section similar to the upper 11 feet of the dam, 
with the downstream face similar to the spillway por-
tion of the dam. The test placement was constructed 
to evaluate the construction procedures proposed for 
the dam. including the laser-guided slip forming of 
facing concrete and compaction of concrete by vi -
bratory rollers (fig. 34). A coring program followed 
construction to determine additional properties of 
the ACC. Test cylinders were cast at the jobsite for 
additional testing. 
The test placement (fig , 35) consisted of 11 lifts of 
ACC. 5 upstream and 5 downstream facing ele-
ments. The lifts of ACC are numbered 1 through 11 . 
with 1 beginning at the lowest lift, Odd-numbered 
facing elements are upstream, and even-numbered 
ones are downstream. 
Concrete Mix Designs 
The three ACC mix deSigns used in the test place-
ment. designated T- l through T-3 . are given in table 
21 . Though similar to the corresponding laboratory 
mix designs. two significant differences in the ma-
terial properties were the high silt content of the sand 
that was obtained from the coarse aggregate crush-
109 operation and an increase in voids content of the 
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Table 14. - laboratory mix program - thermal expansIon 
summary - ACC. 
Mo, 
No 
L·l 
L·2 
l ·3 
l ·3 
';no 
aggregate 
source ' 
40% PRS 
60% TS 
75% CC 
25% PRS 
l00% CC 
100% PFA 
75 
100 
100 
100 
100 
Coeffictent 
01 It,,,,,,,., 
expanllOt'l' . 
rn (rn. '~ 
" 
5.18 
4 .88 
No 0' 
3 .97 12 
3 20 12 
4 .92 
I All test mixes included prOject coars. aggregate (QUartzose sand-
stonel. ;-lne aggregate deSIgnations: 
PAS - prOject ptt-run sand (QUarUitic sand , sill ) 
TS - crushed talus sand (quartzltic) 
OF A - Denver area fine aggregate (grantl te) 
PFA - project area processed fine aggregate (quartzllie) 
, Average 0' tests perlormed on 2- x 2- x 4·tneh prisms. 
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coarse aggregate. Silt and organic materials. which 
were deposited throughout the talus source. were 
not removed prior to crushing and conta, , linated the 
sand which was generated during this process . 
Though the average percentage of minus No. 200 
fines was similar to that used in the laboratory mix 
designs L· 1 and L-2 , variations of up to 22 percent 
minus No. 200 in the crushed talus sand and 34 per· 
cent minus No. 200 in the pit -run sand 'Nere com-
mon. This significantly affected the workability , 
water content . and strength of mixes T- l and T-2. 
particularly mix T- l . which utilized 100 percent of 
this material. Mix T-2 was not as seriously affected 
Table 15 - Upper Stillwater Dam concrete test placement core 
program -thermal elCpanSlon summary ' . 
Mix Coefficient of thermal No. of 
No. expansion. 
in/ in x 10~rF 
tests] 
T- l 4 .B2 6 
T-2 4.B7 6 
T-3 4.74 6 
Facing 
concrete 4.56 6 
, Test specimens were vacuum saturated to assure 100 per· 
cent saturation. 
1 Test specimens were 2· II 2· II 4 ' lnch pnsms 
since pit -run sand comprised only 25 percent of the 
total sand content. 
An increase in the voids content of the coarse ag-
gregate was caused by a high percentage of aggre-
gate in the ~- to ~ -inch size range. Dry-rodded unit 
weight studies have shown that an increase in the 
No. 4 to lI'iI -inch size fraction is necessary to produce 
a lower voids ratio . possibly due to the bedding char-
acteristics of the sandstone. The increase in voids 
was not accounted for the test placement mix de-
signs. resulting in a net decrease in the available free 
mortar (above minimum voids) . This significantly re-
duced the compactibility of the in-place lifts of RCC. 
resulting in voids at the bottom of many lifts. partic-
ularly mix T-3 . causing reduced bond dt the construc-
tion joints. 
The two mix designs used for facing element con-
crete. designated T-4 and T-5. are given in table 22. 
These mixes differed primarily in the amount of ce· 
ment replaced with fly ash. The primary mix design 
on which the bulk of tests was performed utilized 50 
percent replacement of cement by volume. Two fac -
ing elements (FE-5 and -6) were constructed with mix 
T-5 which utilized 60 percent replacement by vol-
ume. This mix was deemed unacceptable and was 
discontinued. 
Coring Program 
The coring program was designed to provide infor-
marion on bonding between lifts and compre ... sive 
Table 16 - laboratory mill program - adiabatic temperature rise summary - RCC 
Mix Init ial Adiabatic temperature rise. 
deslgna- placement 'F 
t ion temperature. 6h 12 h 24 h 36 h 3d 21 d No 'F 7 d 14 d 2B d 
'L- l 59 .B 0 .5 1.0 2.5 6.9 25.0 33.7 40.7 44.5 45.5 
'L-2 46.5 3.7 4.0 4.7 5.5 15.3 25.5 29.3 30.7 32 .5 
'L-3 44.5 1.B 2.0 2.5 2.9 3.B 20.0 29.5 31 .7 34.3 
' L-3 49.0 2.9 3.3 3.9 6.2 15.9 27.B 32.5 35.2 37 .3 
' L-5 53 .5 4.4 4 .B 6.4 11 B 24.3 36.3 43 .5 46.7 4B.3 
] ' FE- ' 60.5 3.6 4.5 lB.7 37 .3 56 .0 67.7 69.5 69.0 67.9 
• ASTM type 0 W RA (water ,educing adml lCtUfe) used for mill 
I ASTM Type A WRA used for mtll 
I l ' lnCh MSA aggregate rePfesents Similar PfOportlOOS to faCing element mOles used In Upper StIllwaTer Dam test placement 
Mo. e emtlnt . Flyash. C/FA ratIO 
~ ~ ~ by vOlume 
l · 1 180 0 208 3 40/60 
l ·2 1210 269 0 25t75 
l ·3 1290 286 0 25/ 15 
l -5 1560 344 0 26/ 10 
FE - 1 3529 212 I SO/SO 
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Figure 20. - laboratory mill program. aciabatic temperatlKe rise. mixes L-1. l -2. tnd l-3. ACC. 
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Fjgufe 22. - laboratOlV mi. program, adiabatic temperalUfe rise. mix l -5, RCe. 
and tensile strength at various ages of the concrete 
test placement. Cores were extracted at approxi-
mately 28. 90. 180. and 365 days. sealed in boxes 
with moist sawdust. and shipped to the laboratory 
WI Denver for testing. When received. the cores were 
unboxed. logged and photographed. marked. and 
preparad for testing. Figure 36 shows typical con-
crete cores extracted from the test placement. Ex-
cept for the 28- and 9Q.day cores. specimen. were 
kept moist by covering with damp rags and plastic 
sheets until cutting. after which they were storad in 
a 100 percent humidhy room until testing. Some 
drying occurrad in the 28- and 90-day cores between 
unboxing and cutting. It was necessary. in some 
cases, to surface dry the specimens in preparation 
for testing since the epoxy used for attaching strain 
gages had to be applied to a dry surface . A different 
epoxy used for the 180- and 365-day cores elimi-
natad the nacesshy of surface drying test specimens. 
Seven cores with a diameter of 5.75 inches were 
vertically drilled at 28 days' age. labeled 1-8 and 2 
through 7. At 90 days' age. 11 cores were extracted: 
cores 8 through 15 and 17 were drilled vertically: 
BEST em AVAILAflLF 
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core 16 was drilled horizontally; and core 18 was 
drilled at a 31" angle from the vertical. The diameters 
of these cores ranged between 5 .8 and 5 .9 inches. 
Cores 19 through 28 and 29 through 38 , with di-
ameters of 5 .75 to 5 .81 inches. were vertically and 
horizontally drilled at 180 days' age . Lastly. the 365-
day cores included eight vertically drilled cores. 39 
through 46. and four horizontally drilled cores, 47 
through 50. with an average diameter of 5 .8 inches. 
All test specimens were saw cut. with cut lengths 
varying from 7 to 12 inches. Only 10 specimens had 
a length less than 8 inches. 
Core Te.t Program 
Tests performed on cores from the test placement 
included compressive strength and elastic proper-
ties. tensile strength and elastic properties. unit 
weight. thermal expansion. cohesion and coefficient 
of internal friction. and drying shrinkage (see " Mixing 
and Testing Procedures" section) . 
Tests were performed on both vertical and horizontal 
cores. from RCC and facing element concrete. and 
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Ftgure 23. - Laboratory mill program. adiabatic temperature nse, mill FE- l , RCC. 
results reported separately. Tensile tests were per-
formed on both jointed and unjointed material. and 
are also reponed separately. 
Table 17. - laboratory mix program - permeability 
summary - RCC. 
Mix Cementitious materials Permeability, 
No. content . Iblvd' 10-' ftlvr 
Cement Fly ash 
L- l 182 2 10 14.5 
'L- l 182 210 9.0 
L-2 121 269 18.8 
L-2 121 269 13.5 
' L-3 129 286 4 .0 
' L-4 132 295 3 .1 
' L-5 156 344 1.5 
• Esti~led value al 4.()()()..lb/W compressive st1l..ngth . 
I Estimated vakJe - see figure 24. 
J Mh, designs developed as joint bon4,~ing mhl:es. 
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Test of Hardened Concrete Cores 
Compressive strength tests were performed on core 
specimens in accordance with ASTM Designation: 
C 39-80 (Compressive Strength of Cylindrical Con-
crete Specimens) . Many of the core specimens 
tested excMded the scheduled test ages of 28. 90, 
180. and 365 days due to delays in shipping and in 
specimen preparation . The ages listed in tables are 
actual test ages . Compressive strength results are 
corrected for cores with an L/ D (length to diameter) 
ratio other than 2 . Elastic properties testing (modulus 
of elasticity and Poisson 's ratio) in compression were 
not performed at early ages due to low strength lev-
els. An extensometer-compressometer frame was 
used to obtain 9O-day core elastic properties. and 
epoxied strain gages were used for 180- and 365-
day cores . 
Direct tension tests were performed on specimens 
with and without construction joints using epoxied 
steel end plates. as in the laboratory mix program. 
Elastic properties testing was performed on un-
jointed specimens drilled at 180 and 365 days using 
epoxied strain gages. 
1ES1 CQfY AV ~ILABLe 
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Ftgure 24. - laboratory mix program, cemenlitious materials content versus permeability, Ree. 
"!"abIe 18 . - lAbotatory mi. program - diffuSNity summary - RCe. 
Mix Average temperature. 
No. 'F 
-
L- l 71 
L- l B6 
~ 1 120 
L- l 193 
L-2 70 
L-2 87 
L-2 120 
L-2 195 
L-3 73 
L-3 93 
L-3 118 
L-3 189 
'L-3 95 
'L-3 186 
Oiffusivity, 
ft ' /h 
0 .060 
.064 
.061 
.049 
.059 
.056 
.057 
.047 
.067 
. 067 
.057 
.048 
.059 
. 048 
, laboratory mtll with ...-.d from Moon .-ld White eggregate 
.... r:e 
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Compression and tension tests were performed sim-
ilarly for horizontally drilled cores of facing concrete 
and Ree and are reported separately. 
Static cohesion and coefficient of internal frict ion 
were determined for intact construction joints from 
shear break bond tests; sliding friction tests were 
then conducted on sheared joints. Test procedures 
were identical to those used for laboratory test spec-
imens. A general equation for shear was determined 
for joints at specifiC ages where three or more break 
bond tests were performed; otherwise, a sliding fric-
t ion equation was determined. Tests were performed 
on joints from both horizontally and vertically drilled 
cores. Test specimens were obtained from horizon-
tally drilled cores by drilling 3-inch-diameter cores 
perpendicular to the construction joints . 
Coefficient of thermal expansion was determined us-
ing 2- by 2- by 4-inch speCimens saw cut from cores 
and saturated prior to testing . Test procedures are 
identical to those in the laboratory mix program . 
The unit weight of hardened concrete specimens was 
determined by immersion in water to calculate the 
displaced volume . 
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Figure 25. - laboratory mIx program, diffusivity mix L· l , Ree. 
Compression. tension, unit weight. and thermal ex-
pansion tests were performed on 180- and 365-day 
horizontally drilled cores of facing concrete. The pri-
mary mix design. utilizing 50 percent fly ash by vol-
ume of cementitious materials. was used for the 
facing concrete and represents the majority of the 
test specimens Two faCing elements were con-
structed using a mix design with 60 percent fly ash 
by volume of cementitious matenal. but these ele-
ments were not selected for testing because of the 
decision that the mix was not suitable for the dam. 
Core Test Program Results 
Results of compressive strength testing are sum-
marized in table 23 . Individual test results are given 
in tables 24 and 25. The number of tests listed in 
the tables refers to compressive strength tests only; 
both the modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio are 
based on fewer tests. The average compressive 
strength of mix T-3 is higher than mixes T- l 
and T-2 at all ages. This agrees with data from field 
control cyl inders cast during construction of the test 
30 
placement and is anributed to the use of 100 percent 
clean sand in the mix, as opposed to mixes T-1 and 
T-2. which used silty sands . Since mixes T- l throu9h 
T-3 were based upon laboratory mixes L- l through 
L-3. similar strength relat ionships between mixes 
should have been expected. However. this was not 
the case . Mix T-l showed significantly lower 
strengths than would have been expected from ear-
lier laboratory studies. This is attributed to the use 
of crusher fines which were contaminated with silt . 
In the laboratory mix program, 60 percent clean 
crusher fines were blended with the pit-run sand. The 
strength of the 28-day cores from all three mixes 
(tested at approximately 50 to 55 days) is higher than 
anticipated when compared with results from later 
ages. This is not in agreement with laboratory tit (ield 
control cylinder test results; however, the Ree in the 
test placement was init ially cured at a higher tem-
perature, followed by much cooler temperatures dur-
in9 the winter months, whereas the laboratory and 
field cylinders were cured at 73 'F. No precautions 
were taken to prevent the test placement from freez-
ing during the winter. and the strength development 
during that period was reduced if not completely 
stopped. 
Correlations between W/C+FA (water to cement 
plus fly-ash ratio) and strength in both compression 
and tension cannot be developpd because of the in-
accuracy of readings of scale weights at the batch 
plant . It appears that the water content of mix T- 1 
was increased by the high silt content of the sand 
and decreased in mix T-3 by the use of clean sand. 
This conc lusion is supported by a decrease in 
strength of field control cylinders and an increase in 
drying shrinkage for mix T-1. wnlld the opposite is 
true for mix T-3 when each is compared to laboratory 
test results . 
Test results of modulus of elasticity and Poisson 's 
ratio in ~ompressjon are given in tables 23 and 24 . 
As with the laboratory mix program. the modulus of 
elasticity in compression is lower than what is nor-
mally found in conventional concrete. Again , this is 
most likely due to the lower modulus of the coarse 
aggregate. Results of Poisson's ratio fall within the 
.0 T 
.-
-
.-
. OII 
. 01 ~?'--... 
.011 
.m 
• 
.-10 TO 
"-~ 0 0 ~ 
I 
10 '10 
normal ranges of conventional concrettl and agree 
with laboratory results. 
Tensile strength and elastic properties of cores are 
summarized in table 23 . Individual test results of un-
jointed specimens are given in table 25 and jointed 
specimens in table 26 . The results indicate that mix 
T-3 has the highest tensile strength which agrees 
with laboratory and field specimens. The lack of ten-
sile strength development between the 90- and 365-
day cores can be at least partially attributed to the 
low curing temperature during the winter months . 
Other factors contributing to poor tensile strength 
include poor consolidation with inconsistent lift thick-
ness and rock pockets due to segregation. Some of 
the horizontal cores drilled parallel to the joints verify 
the existence of these conditions . Lifts 8 through 11 
(mix T-3) were particularly deficient in this area. Later 
analysis revealed that this was caused by an increase 
in the voids content of the coarse aggregatp., result-
ing in an insufficient volume of mortar in the mix de-
sign. Test results of elastic properties in tension are 
limited; however, they compare favorably with lab-
I 
~ ~ 
~ ~
"0 '00 'TO 110 110 
FtgUI'e 28 - labatatory mI_ program. drffUSlvlty ml_ l -2 , RCC. 
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Figure 27 . - laboratory mix program, diffusivity mix l -3 , ACC . 
oratory results in both modulus of elasticity and Pois-
son's ratio. 
The results of tensile strength testing of construction 
joints are given in table 26 . These results are widely 
scattered and show no conclusive trends in bond 
strength development of the three mixes used in the 
test placement . Almost all of the joints that tested 
at strengths less than 50 Ibl in' either were visibly 
dirty or had poor consolidation at the joint. A few 
specimens broke outside the joint area through rock 
pockets or areas of poor consolidation . Comments 
on tests of construction joints are given in table 26 . 
Table 27 summarizes the percentage of intact joints 
at each drilling age. The table includes the estimated 
time between the placement of each lift. Joints which 
were exposed only a few hours before the next lift 
was placed are considered fresh or " plastic" joints . 
Although the results are not consistent. the bonding 
of all these joints (1 -2. 3-4. 5-6. 7-8. and 9-10) ex-
ceed 50 percent at 180 days. and each .,f these joints 
had at least one drilling age with a minimum of 70 
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percent of the joints bonded. The percentage of in-
tact joints where the lift exposure was overnight or 
greater varies cc- , siderably. Two construction joints, 
4-5 and 10-11 . showed virtually no bond. Construc-
tion records indicate that considerable vehicle traffic 
occurred on lift 4 while it was fresh. thereby dis-
turbing the surfacf!. Cleanup operations did not ad-
equately remove the debris generated. and the pOOl 
surface condition could account for the lack of bond-
ing. Rain occurred during the placing of lifts 10 and 
11 . saturating the surface of lift 10 and bringing an 
excess layer of paste to the surface. In addition. in 
almost all cores voids were visible in thA bottom 
quarter of lift I I. possibly due to poor consolidation 
and the fact that the specified 12-inch lift thickness 
was exceeded . These conditions all contributed to 
the lack of bond development . 
The results of tension tests reveal a number of con-
ditions which significantly affect the bond potential 
of RCC. These include: 
1. Cleanliness of the joint 
2 . Mortar content of the mix design 
3 . The time expired between lift placements 
4 . Precipitation during placement and rolhng 
5. Uft thickness 
6 . The degree of compaction achieved by the 
roller 
In all cases, cleanliness of the joint is required for 
joint bonding. The other conditions are interrelated 
in their contribution to joint bond potential. niB ",or-
tar content of the ACC mix should be sufficient to fill 
the voids in the coar~e aggregate and to migrate 
down to the lower construction joint. This requires 
a mortar content greater than the minimum voids 
content of the aggregate. Test results indicate that 
the shortest time interval between the placement of 
hfts of ACC produces the best joint. provided that 
the exposed joint is not heavily disturbed by vehicular 
traffic . If the time interval exceeds the plastic con-
dition, an increase in the mortar or paste content will 
be required to achieve bonding. If significant precip-
itation occurs during placement of a lift of ACC. work 
should be suspended . The vibrating roller causes 
paste to migrate to the surface which combines with 
the excess water, producing a weakened plane of 
laitance . This is probably the only situation where 
laitance will occur in ACC. Test results indicate that 
a lift thickness in excess of 12 inches should be 
avoided . The compactive effort of vibrating rollers is 
t 
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am Co~y mft.ARLE 
Tebht 19. - Labo.-atory mix progrlm -length chenge IUmI'Nfy - ACe . 
Ag~ in days length change. inches x 10-' 
or days Mixes' 
drying ' l-I -3 'l-2-0 l -2-28 l-2-121 'l-3-O l-3-28 l-3-111 
7 - 230 + 10 - 45 - 85 +50 - 70 - 80 
14 - 325 +20 - 95 - 185 +85 - 160 -155 
28 - 425 +10 - 250 - 295 +75 - 280 - 260 
60 -515 +5 - 500 - 445 +105 - 395 - 390 
90 - 540 +35 - 560 - 530 +150 - 450 - 460 
120 - 550 +55 - 580 - 595 +170 -480 - 505 
180 - 560 +55 - 600 - 665 +185 -530 -555 
240 - 570 +55 - 615 - 705 +200 - 550 - 570 
270 - 570 +65 - 625 - 715 +200 - 555 - 565 
365 - 575 +65 - 655 - 735 +200 - 555 - 565 
455 - 580 +70 - 655 - 745 +200 - 560 - 565 
Speck'nen designation: 
, Last "':'"'t:""' In mix, de.tgnation refers to ega that specmen was removed from fog room end pfececi :t :)() percent re&ltiYe t'u'nIdity. 
Zero Signifies cor'l1lnuousiy fog-cured specimen. 
I l - 1 - Iabor.tOty mix 1 
l L-2 _ laboratOty mix 2 
• L-3 - IaboratOty mix 3 
Table 20. - Upper Stiltw.ter Dam concrete test pfecement - length change summary - ACe . 
Age in days length change. in<:hes x 10-' 
or days Mixes' 
drying ' T- l -0 T-I-14 T-I-92 ' T-2-0 T-2-14 T-2-90 ' T-3-0 T-3-14 
7 0 - 340 - 95 0 - 135 - 60 0 - 130 
14 0 - 510 - 255 0 - 270 - 120 - 10 - 230 
28 - 15 - 815 - 525 - 5 - 400 - 190 - 40 - 320 
60 + 10 - 960 - 800 - 35 - 475 - 270 - 60 - 410 
90 +20 - 995 - 905 - 40 - 495 - 295 - 60 - 440 
120 +50 - 1005 - 965 - 55 - 500 - 310 - 75 - 460 
180 +65 - 1020 - 1005 -·65 - 510 ··320 - 100 - 470 
240 + 100 - 1030 - 1005 - 50 - 515 - 330 - 50 - 480 
270 + 110 - 1030 - 1065 - 50 - 515 - - 60 - 480 
365 - - - - - - - -
Specimen delig"atlOOs : 
T-3-90 
- 95 
- 145 
- 190 
- 250 
- 270 
- 280 
- 295 
- 300 
-
-
• Lnt number 111 mi. designation refers to age that specimen wa:; removed from 'og room .nd placed -! 50 percent ret&!rve humidity. 
Zero signffMlS cnnt:nuously fog-cured specimen. 
' T_1 mi.1 - llft3 
1 T-2 mix 2 - tift 8 
• T-3 mix 3 - lift 8 
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Figure 32 . - Teal ptac:emenllenglh change mix T-2 . ACe. 
difficult to estimate because it will be different for 
RCC mixes with different ranges of workability. How-
ever. it is essential that full consolidation be achieved 
to assure bond and prevent seepage between lifts. 
A considerable amount of research is still needed to 
evaluate the parameters which govern the degree of 
compaction achieved and the ability to develop bond 
between lifts of RCC. Grouting following construction 
may fill voids in a dam and decrease the permeability 
of the structure. but it i. doubtful that it would restore 
bond. 
A summary of shear and sliding friction tests for the 
core program is given in table 28. As with the tensile 
strength of RCC. the shear strength can also be ill-
fluenced by the condition and treatment of the joint 
and degree of compaction achieved. Though surface 
roughness contributes to shear strength, it is prob-
ably not a significant factor for the higher strength 
levels required. A clean jOint. w ith fully consolidated 
RCC. is still essential. 
Smooth, clean laboratory specimens show almost 
double the shear strength of core specimens at equal 
ages under the same normal loads. 
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Compressive and tensile strength tests also were 
performed on horizontally drilled cores. The results 
of Ihese tests are given in tables 29 and 30. re-
spectively. 
F~cing Concrete 
The mix designs for facing concrete used at the test 
section are given in table 22. The primary mix design 
utilized a fly ash percentage of 50 percent by volume 
of cementitious materials. A second mix . utilizing 60 
percent fly ash by volume of cementitious materials. 
was evaluated but found to be unacceptable . The 
results of compressive and tensile strength testing 
of the facing concrete from horizontally drilled cores 
are given in tables 31 and 32 . 
TEST SECTION-FIELD TEST PROGRAM 
18StS were performed on Doth fresh and hardened 
concrete samples obtained from the RCe test sec-
tion. Fresh concrete tests included unit weight, air 
content and slump for facing concrete. and Vebe time 
(for workabili ty) and unit weight for RCC. Concrete 
100 
100 MIX T-3 
0 
100 
~ 
.... 50% Room @ 14 days I 1 I -FoQ (100 %1 RH 
..a f: .. --' ~o % Room @ 9) 7- f'OQ (100 "1.1 RH 1. \ ~ . ~. - .A IiAOJECT Uf - -- -I-~ "\ 
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Figan 33. - Test pIec:ement length c:henge mix T-3. ACe. 
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Mix No. T-l T-2 T-3 
Lift No. 1-3 4-7 8-11 
Weight. Volume. Weight. Volume. Wei9ht. Volume. 
Ib It' Ib It' Ib It' 
Air 1.0% 0 .27 1.0% 0 .27 1.0% 0.27 
WtJler (W) 182 2.92 159 2.55 157 2.52 
Cement (C) 182 .91 111 .56 118 .59 
Fly ash (fAI 204 1.36 258 1.73 275 1.84 
F_ aggregate: 
Pit run 432 2.84 - - - -
Crushed talus 654 3.99 333 2.03 - -
ASTM: C 33 - - 833 5.18 1.132 7.04 
Coarse aggregate: 2.282 14.71 2.279 14.69 2.287 14.74 
No. 4 - 1~ inch 
Total 3.936 27.00 3.973 27.00 3.969 27.00 
---
~ (percent weightl 0.47 0.43 0.40 
FA (percent C+FA voIumel 60 75 76 
Theoretical density (lb/ lt' l 145.78 147.14 147.0 
T" 22. - lJpp« StiIfw8t .. Oem concrwt:. tn1 placement - ACe mi. dnignI- facing conc,ete. 
Mix T-4 Mix T-5 
Weight. Volume. Weight. Volume. 
Ib It' Ib It' 
Air 3.6% 0 .97 1.6% 0 .44 
WtJler (W) 212 3.40 272 3.57 
Cement (C) 369 1.85 317 1.59 
Fly Ish (FAI 277 1.85 357 2.38 
F_ aggregate 1.398 8.70 1.433 8.92 
Coarse aggregate 1.585 10.23 1.568 10.10 
Total 3.841 27.00 3.947 27.00 
~ (percent weightl 0.33 0 .40 
FA (percent C+FA volumel 50 60 
Density Oblft'l 142.25 148.60 
C+FA Obi 646 674 
SIo.mp (inl ~ ~ 
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• . _ PIOt-O-«ll74. 
b. """'0 PIOl~75. 
F9n 38 . - TypcoI conc:Mo coroo _od from Upper __ Com. ACe _ pIoc:e-
...... 
BES1 COpy ~~MI.A8lf 40 
c. Photo P801-D-80878. 
rtgU'e 38. _ Typical concrete core, extrKted from Upper Stilwater o.m. RCe tHt placement 
- eom;n..od. 
Teble 23. _ Upper Stillw.ter o.m concrete .Ht paacement Cafe Pf09l'8m - ....... strength .-.d Nstic Pfopertie, summary - Ace. 
"go .. 
"-
eor.c--.. No. -.01 Poi"Of'I', 
A_ 
T ...... No. -'of Poisson's 
driIWlg. ago .. strength, 01 .... ..,.". rMio, ago 11 svonglh. 
of N lticity, r.tio, 
cloys tHt, Ib(on' .Hts lb(on'. lO' in(., .Ht, Ib( ." teltl 
Ibr.,J x 10' in/in 
cloys cloys 
Mix T-l 
28 55 1.660 7 - - 64 98 6 
-
-
90 130 2 .400 5 1.63 0 .14 155 99 1 
-
-
180 246 2.750 4 2 .78 .23 274 142 5 
1.97 0 .11 
365 457 2.910 3 1.27 .16 457 148 4 
2.29 .16 
Mix T-2 
28 57 1.960 7 - - !i5 89 5 
-
-
90 111 2 .690 8 1.36 .13 151 178 3 
-
-
180 263 2.920 5 1.44 .09 265 173 2 
1.74 .10 
365 448 3.080 3 1.45 .15 460 138 5 
1.79 .17 
~ 
28 49 2.690 9 1.60 .14 78 213 2 
- -
90 102 3 .080 11 2.10 .12 161 199 3 
- -
180 238 3.120 7 2.35 .11 250 224 5 
3 .21 .19 
365 43 5 3 .640 6 2.13 .18 438 234 9 
2 .94 .12 
BEST COpy AVAILA BLE 41 
T_24. -IJppot_Dom __ ........ __ - __ ..... 
Ageal Mix lift DriI Age~ UnIt Compreaive MoclUof Poiuon·. 
drilling. No. No. hole leat weight. au.ngth. ..uciIy. retia. 
days T- No. days Ib/ft' Ibfrn> Ib/ln' x lOS in/in 
28 3 11 2 29 146.9 1.880 - -
3 11 6 61 - 2.720 - -
3 11 - 91 - 3.670 - -
3 10 6 53 - 3.060 - -
3 9 - 30 148.8 2.080 - -
3 9 2 30 148.3 1.990 - -
3 9 6 53 - 3.880 - -
3 8 3 66 147.5 2.440 1.6 0 .14 
2 7 3 55 - 2.500 - -
2 6 3 56 - 1.720 - -
2 5 18 36 147.4 1.910 - -
2 5 5 57 148.6 2.280 - -
2 5 - 99 - 2.710 - -
2 4 2 36 - 1.120 - -
2 4 4 58 - 1.520 - -
i 3 3 58 - 1.160 - -
1 3 4 68 - 2.240 - -
1 2 18 40 148.6 1.180 - -
1 2 5 63 - 1.830 - -
1 1 2 40 146.3 1.630 - -
1 1 3 63 - 1.720 - -
1 1 4 63 - 1.860 - -
90 3 11 8 120 144.8 2.640 1.94 .10 
3 11 11 120 146.3 3.510 2 .54 .12 
3 11 - 109 145.4 2.000 1.82 .12 
3 10 11 120 146.1 3.540 - -
3 10 13 120 146.8 1.210 - -
3 9 9 120 147.1 4.830 - -
3 II 10 120 144.9 3.700 - -
3 9 11 120 145.5 3 .450 - -
3 8 8 123 146.3 3.880 - -
3 8 11 123 147.8 2.500 - -
3 8 14 123 147.3 2 .620 - -
2 7 10 123 146.8 2 .350 - -
2 6 - 114 146.8 2.780 1.49 .16 
2 6 15 124 146.5 2 .670 - -
2 5 6 125 144.6 2 .590 - -
2 5 9 125 146.6 2 .970 - -
2 5 15 126 147.0 4 .080 - -
2 4 - 116 145.6 1.710 1.13 0 .14 
2 4 14 127 144.8 2.370 1.46 .10 
1 3 14 126 - 1.540 - -
1 2 13 130 145.6 2.280 - -
1 1 8 131 144.7 2,410 1.52 .16 
1 1 10 131 145.4 2.620 1.74 .14 
1 1 13 130 147.0 3 .1 70 - -
BEST COPY AVAILABU 42 
TII* 24. _ Upper Stilwater o.m c:onc::me tnt p61cetMnt core progr.-n - c:ompreuiYe strM1Qth sumnwy - ACC -
Continued. 
Age at Mix Lift Drill Age at Unit Compressive Modulus of Poisson's 
drilling. No. No. hole test weight. strongth. elasticity. ratio. 
days T- No. days Ib/ft' Iblin' Iblin' x 10' inlin 
180 3 11 23 232 - 2,490 1.98 -
3 11 19 232 - 3.690 - -
3 11 27 239 147.7 4.070 2.72 .11 
3 10 23 234 - 3.650 - -
3 10 24 240 144.0 1.900 - -
3 8 25 246 149.2 2.870 - -
3 8 22 243 144.9 3.200 - -
2 6 28 269 148.4 3.130 - -
2 5 19 245 144.8 3.110 - -
2 4 26 271 147.0 2.220 1.28 .12 
2 4 28 271 145.4 2.570 1.60 .06 
2 4 20 261 150.1 3.580 - -
1 2 19 272 145.3 3.050 3.68 .33 
1 I 20 262 147.0 2.460 1.39 .18 
I I 19 262 146.1 2.610 4.08 .25 
I I 26 215 146.0 2.880 1.95 .17 
365 3 11 46 438 146.7 4.670 2.45 .15 
3 11 45 435 146.7 4.240 2.43 .14 
3 11 42 438 146.22 4.270 2.17 .15 
3 11 39 435 145.8 
3 10 43 436 140.6 
3 8 44 442 149.5 
2 5 39 441 144.8 
2 4 44 451 147.4 
2 
I 
4 40 451 147.0 
I 3 41 457 146.6 
I 1 43 460 147.7 
1 I 40 455 146.7 
test cylinders were cast for strength and elastic prop-
ert ies. Drying-shrinkage bars wefe also cast with 
RCC. and the results are given in the drying shrinkage 
section. 
The test results of specimens can only be considered 
an estomate of actual ACC propenies because of the 
variatIOns in the batching. mixing. ar.d handling of the 
ACC and facing concrete. The variations primarily re-
sulted from the use of equi~ment which did not meet 
specified toterances and accuracy. The results were 
funher complicated because test betches for each 
""X were taken from different lifts for testing at dif-
fOfent ages. which was necessary because of the 
difficulty and tome required to cast a large number of 
the cytindOfs from one batch. Batch-to-betch con-
s.stency was not suffICient to establish acceptable 
strength development relationship. for each mix . 
~ ESl CO~ VAI LAB LI 
43 
2.870 2.04 .19 
3.040 - -
2.740 1.54 .27 
3.100 1.44 .18 
2.810 1.42 .13 
3.340 1.48 .15 
2.630 1.27 .16 
3.250 - -
2.850 1.27 .16 
Tests were performed on the cylinders from the test 
section to determine the compressive streng~h, ten-
sile stren9th. and elastic propenies of RCC. The test 
cylinders were cast in the same manner as in the 
laboratory program. 
Results of field cylinders test. of RCC are 9iven in 
table 33 . Value. of modulus of elasticity and Pois-
son's ratto::J are computed from stress-strain curves 
and are baaed on an avorage of two .,;.: three tosts. 
All of the lBO-day field test cylinders experienced 
some drying during transportation to the Denver lab-
oratories. These tests are between 5 and 20 percent 
higher than saturated te.ts would yield. paniculany 
mix T-3. which experienced the most drying. 
The results of strength tests from the te.t placement 
field cylinder program agree with the core te.t re-
sult • . but agein differ from the Iabora.ory program. 
Table 26. - Upper Stilwllter Oem concrete tnt ~t core progr.m - tensile strength SUI'I'W'fW'y - ACC. 
Age at Mix Lift Drill Age at Unit Compressive Modulus of Poisson's 
drilling. No. No. hole test weight. strength. elasticity. ratio, 
days T- No. days Ib/ft' Iblin' Iblin' x 10' in/in 
28 3 11 47 56 - 165 - -
3 11 7 99 - 260 -
I 
-
3 8 4 60 - 88 - -
2 7 5 60 - 48 - -
2 6 2 34 145.0 42 - -
2 5 4 59 - 113 - -
2 5 5 60 - 108 - -
2 4 5 60 - 134 - -
1 3 5 63 - 136 - -
1 2 2 40 144.5 109 - -
1 2 3 67 - 53 - -
I 1 18 40 146.2 97 - -
1 I 5 64 - 117 - -
1 1 7 110 - 79 - -
gO 3 11 9 148 - 240 - -
3 9 12 166 - 209 - -
3 8 - 140 - 149 - -
2 6 12 153 - 184 - -
2 5 13 171 - 194 - -
2 4 9 129 - 155 - -
I 3 11 155 - 99 - -
1 1 9 133 - 129 - -
1 1 14 150 - 48 - -
1 1 15 159 - 77 - -
180 3 11 28 288 146.8 216 434 0.19 
3 11 24 235 142.0 274 2.59 -
3 11 21 239 - 244 2.71 -
3 9 26 243 148.4 292 - -
3 9 27 - 147.3 - - -
3 B 26 246 146.4 94 - -
2 5 24 245 147.1 - - -
2 4 27 271 146.12 171 1.70 .08 
2 4 25 258 146.8 175 1.77 .11 
I 3 25 261 146.32 188 - -
I 3 24 295 146.1 ·88 - -
I 2 25 265 144.7 185 - -
I I 27 275 145.6 155 2.02 .14 
I I 28 275 145.6 94 1.91 .08 
365 3 II 41 435 146.6 267 3.21 0.13 
3 11 43 435 145.7 204 -
3 10 40 438 - 260 3.40 ,09 
3 10 42 439 146.2 274 -
3 9 41 436 148.6 264 3.64 .18 
3 9 42 439 148.1 322 -
3 8 40 442 148.7 144 2.38 .06 
3 (1 41 439 147.6 167 2.68 ,17 
3 8 42 442 148.2 200 2.30 .11 
• f.aikKe occurred between te~ting plate end specimen. 
dES! CO~~ ~\J , lV,Blt 44 
Table 25. - Upper Stillwater Dam concrel'l test placement cOte program - tensile strength summary - RCC - Continued 
Age at Mix Lift Drill Age t Unit Compressive Modulus of Poisson's 
drilling, No. N". hole test weight, strength, elasticity, ratio, 
days T- No. days Ib/ftJ Ib/in2 Ib/in2 x 106 in/in 
-
2 6 42 450 154.6 55 1.70 .10 
2 5 41 441 146.4 185 1.88 .20 
2 5 42 450 146.5 182 -
2 4 41 456 150.4 105 -
2 4 46 451 147.0 163 1.80 .20 
1 3 46 451 - 120 2.10 .14 
1 2 39 460 148.5 165 -
1 1 39 
I 
460 148.4 178 2.56 .15 
I 1 1 44 455 146.2 127 2.20 .20 
. -
Table 26. - Upper StiAwater Dam concrete test placement cOte program - construction joint tensile strength summary - RCC. 
Age a1 Mix Construction Drill Age at Unit Tensile 
drilling, No. joint hole test, weight, strength, Comments on break 
days j - No. No. days Ib/ftJ Ib/in2 
28 3 10-9 lB 30 147.4 116 
3 10-9 2 30 146.2 100 
3 10-9 3 54 - 207 
3-2 8-7 5 60 - 48 Partly on joint 
3-2 8-7 2 35 I 147.9 19 Poor consolidation at break 
2 7-6 7 103 - 17 
2 7-6 4 58 - 85 On jOint 
2 6-5 6 104 - 43 
2-1 4-3 lB 38 146.2 59 Broken in lift 3 
1 3-2 7 106 - 10 
1 2-1 6 110 - 42 Poor consoiidation - no bond to 
I a!=lgregate 
90 
1
3 10-9 8 123 - 191 Fivo percent voids - failed on joint 
, 3 10-9 9 123 - 207 
3 10-9 15 140 - 206 
3-2 8-7 10 182 - 163 
3-2 8-7 9 161 - 169 On joint 
3-2 8-7 12 152 - 81 
2 7-6 9 169 - 75 On joint 
2 7-6 14 169 - 132 
2 6-5 - 128 - 84 
2 6-5 11 154 - 48 
2-1 4-3 15 155 - 95 
1 3-2 9 176 - 79 
1 3-2 13 159 - 56 Dirty joint 
1 3-2 10 133 - 23 One-half broken aggregate - dirty 
I 
joint 
1 2-1 12 150 - -46 Dirty joint 
1 2-1 15 171 - 60 On 'oint 
45 
~E.J r.o y 
T~on~~~~ppar 5 tiflwater Dam concrete lest P'acement COfe pt'ogram - constructIOn tcmt tensile strength summary - ACe -
,,",ge at Mix Construction Drill Age at Unit Tensile 
drilling. No. joint hole test . weight. strangth. Comments on break 
days T- No. No. days Ib/h ' Ib/ in' 
180 3 10-9 25 243 147.5 165 
3 10-9 22 - 145.8 -
3 10-9 20 - 146.9 -
3 9-8 24 236 147.8 51 DirtY ,ioint 
3 9-8 23 236 148.3 22 Poorly consolidated joint 
3-2 8-7 23 237 - 133 
3-2 8-7 19 232 - 109 Fihy percent broken aggregate 
voids at break 
3-2 8-7 21 232 - 126 Sorlle broken aggregate 
3-2 1 8-7 24 - 147.2 -
3-2 8-7 27 - 147.6 -
2 7-6 22 255 148.2 18 
2 7-6 24 239 147.1 79 Clumps of dirt - wood on joint 
2 7-6 19 2:32 - 121 Poor consolidation - dirty joint 
2 7-6 25 258 147.6 85 
I ~ 6-5 21 I 238 - 115 6-5 22 256 - 75 6-5 23 238 147.6 30 Voids at joint - dirty joint 
2 6-5 27 240 149.6 39 Loose sand on joint 
2 6-5 20 259 - 75 
2-1 4-3 19 268 146.1 83 
2-1 4-3 22 258 146.1 127 
2-1 4-3 21 268 144.8 102 
I 3-2 
1
26 271 145.9 127 
I 3-2 28 271 146.8 94 
I 2· 1 1 21 272 - 119 
I 2-1 22 262 145.9 66 
365 3 10-9 46 439 147.4 253 
3-2 8-7 39 439 149.0 124 On joint 
3-2 8-7 45 439 148.2 I "7 Dirty joint 2 7·6 41 439 147.6 12 Very poor consolidation 2 6-5 40 450 145.6 83 Ten to 15 percent broken 
aggregate - poor consolidation 
2 6-5 44 450 146.8 43 Twenty percent broken aggregate 
- poor consolidation 
2 6-5 45 441 147.1 70 Dirty joint 
2-1 4-3 42 451 146.2 65 Broken in lift 3 - poor consolidation 
2-1 4-3 45 456 146.7 97 Twenty-five percent through joint 
I 3-2 40 451 146.1 98 Poor consolidation 
I 3-2 44 451 145.1 "0 Seventy-five percent broken 
aggregate 
I 3-2 45 456 147.2 132 In lih 3 
I 2-1 41 460 147.4 102 Through joint 
I 2· 1 46 455 145.6 115 Ten percent broken aggregate 
' Shocl< ·1oaded 
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Table 27. _ Upper 5tilwater Oem concrete test placement core program - tonstruc:don joint bonding summery - ACe. 
Percent ' of joints bonded at : 
Mix Time between 28 90 180 365 Comments 
Joint No. lih placements, 
No. T- hours days 
1-2 I 3 .5 14 38 
2-3 I 86.5 14 75 
3-4 1-2 3.0 43 43 
4-5 2 40.0 0 0 
5-6 2 0 .0 14 38 
6-7 2 20.0 43 50 
7-8 2-3 .5 71 67 
8-9 3 71.0 14 0 
9-10 3 1.0 86 100 
10-11 3 20.0 0 0 
I Percentages are based on a sam9i~ size of 4 to 10 cores. 
Mix T-3 possesses the highest strength, followed by 
mixes T-2 and T-1. respectively. The difference be-
tween these results and the laboratory program WetS 
explained previously as being attributed to changes 
in materials properties. The strength of fidld cylinders 
is considerably higher than core strengthS. This is 
attributed to the curing which was provided (73 'F 
water cure) and the lack of voids which appeared in 
many core specimens. The late strength develop-
ment of the test placement mixes agrees with the 
laboratory program having 28-day strengths at one· 
third of the I -year strengths. Based on field test cyl-
inders. all three mix designs meet the required 1-ycar 
strength criteria both compression ar.d tension . 
However. this does not address the problems cf 
achieving consolidation and joint bonding which were 
evident with the core results. 
Mix T· 1. which had a higher silt content in the sund 
than mix T-2. had lower strengthS and considerably 
higher drying shrinkage (see laboratory program re-
sults. " Drying shrinkage" section) . This apparpnt:v 
was caused by an increase in water demand. thougt: 
it cannot be substantiat ed by record ed ba tc h 
weights. Mix T-3 had considerably higher strengths 
{han either of the other two mixes. 
56 75 
30 71 
70 50 
17 0 lih 4 was disturbed by 
curbing equipment 
80 38 
80 71 
100 63 
70 13 
88 67 
20 0 Rain occurred between the 
placing of lifts 10 and I I 
It has been reported previously by others (7( that 
increasing the silt content can increase compressive 
strength. Test results from this program do not SIJP-
port this ~onclusion . It appears this may be true for 
le.:!n concrete mixes with low strength requirements. 
where the silt serves to increase the paste content 
above the minimum voids required for achieving com-
paction. Thus. the silt would help achieve better com-
paction rather than contribute toward any 
cementitiaus chemical reaction . In the case of meet-
ing the high-strength and bonding criteria for Upper 
Stillwater Dam. the use of high silt contents is con-
sidered detrimental. provinec1 compaction can be 
achieved without it. 
The results of facing concrete field cylinders are 
given in table 33 . These tests indicate that consid-
erable strength potential exists if the cure on the fac-
ing concrete is maintained . The facing elements were 
cured With curing compound on the upstream face 
ar,d a 7-day water cure on the downstream face . The 
:imited number of tests performed reveal that the 
strength development of cores compares favorably 
with cyl inders. This indicates that the moisture loss 
from facing elements is relatively low. probably due 
to low permeability. 
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TabaI! 28 - Upper Stdfwater Dam concrete test placement core program - shear and sliding frICtion summary by construction 
JOWlt - ReC. 
Joint Mi. Age at No. of Average Break bond 
No. No. drilling. specimens age at test. equation 1.1 
T· days days 
9: 1O 3 2B 3 81 
3 90 3 199 S ~ 318.8 + 1.60 (V) 
3 180 2 209 -
3 365 1 466 -
9·8 3 180 2 269 -
9·7 3·2 28 1 145 -
1
3
.
2 ~O 2 202 -
3·2 180 4 272 S ~ 190.3 + 1.34 (VI 
3·2 365 1 472 
-
7·6 2 28 1 33 -
2 90 2 202 -
2 180 3 291 , 
~ 365 3 474 S = 252.9 + 0.70 IV) 
6·5 2 90 1 204 -
2 180 3 287 S = 154.3 + 0.53 IV) 
5-4 2 180 1 293 -
4·3 21 28 1 148 -
2· 1 90 2 205 -
2· 1 180 3 295 , 
2· 1 365 2 479 
-
3·2 1 90 3 205 S = - 29.2 + 2.79 IV) 
1 180 1 294 
-
1 365 2 472 -
2· 1 1 90 2 210 -
1 180 3 300 , 
1 365 3 481 S = 73.5 + 2 .14 IV) 
, A rrwwrum of three lweak bond tests are requt1ed to denve an equatIOn 
I General aquatlOf'l for shear S • C .. (tan C») V 
where S • shear strength or shea. reSistance 1b/;"1 
C • cohelO"t. Ib/in
' I." c» .. coeffictent of ,"·~naI fnctl()n 
V .. nor""'-' Jlress. Ib(n' 
Sliding friction 
equationl 
S ~ 49.0 + 0.91 (V) 
S ~ 33.7 , 0 .97 (V) 
S ~ 28.3 + 0 .92 (V) 
S ~ 41.3 + 1.93 (V) 
S ~ 32.2 + 0.87 (V) 
S ~ 25.4 + 1.00 (V) 
S ~ 17.4 + 1.40 (V) 
S = 39.3 + 1.03 (V) 
S = 28.9 + 1.06 VI 
S = 41.1 + 0 .65 (V) 
S = 44.1 + 0.89 (VI 
S ~ 59.3 + 0 .99 (V) 
S = 27.0 + 1.05 IV) 
S = 2.5.7 + 0.79 IV) 
S = 36.4 + 0 .89 IV) 
S = 47.0 + 0.81 (V) 
S = 28.9 + 0.90 IV) 
S ~ 68.8 + O.RO IV) 
S = 47.4 + 0.85 IV) 
S = 23.7 + 0.86 IV) 
.; = 35.1 + 1.00 IV) 
S = 21.1 + 0 .87 IV) 
S = 34.4 + 0.92 IV) 
S = 27.1 + 0.81 IV) 
S = 45.9 + 1.09 IV) 
S = 22.9 + 0 .95 IV) 
1 SIdIng fnc10'\ aquatiC". besed on four lellS 0' each sp&C.men 
• areak bond ru..,hs Me "n.tlC. corretatlon not possIble 
, Ontv two bre._ bond resohs obtalt'led 
-
r .... 29 - Upper Stillwater Oam concrete test plac.ement cor. program (homon1any dtliled cores) - compressl've strength 
""""""' - ACe 
Age at MIX LIft Ori:1 Age at Unit Compressive Modulus of Poisson's 
drillIng. No. No. hole test . weight . strength. elasticity, rat io. 
days T· No. days Ibj ft ' Ibjin' Ibjin' • 10" in/ in 
180 3 9 32 270 145.95 1.320 - -
3 9 33 270 147.45 4.740 3.50 0 .14 
i 
2 6 30 293 145.60 3.800 - -
1 2 29 299 146.20 2.460 - -
365 3 9 49 457 14fj.32 4.370 3.14 .16 
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Table 30. - Upper Stillwater Day concrete test P'acement core program (horizontalty drilled cores) - tensile str~th 
summary - ACC. 
Age at Mix Lift Drill Age at Unit Tensile Modulus of Poisson's 
drilling. No. No. hole test, weight. strength. elasticity. ratio. 
days T· No. days Ib/ft' Ibjin' Ibjin" 10" in/in 
180 3 11·10 35 269 146.11 233 - -
3 10.9 34 270 144.36 236 - -
3 9 32 270 145.99 128 - -
3 9 33 270 147.98 371 - -
3 9 37 270 146.08 177 - -
2 6 30 293 144.80 225 -
! 
-
365 I 3 9 49 457 
147.99 352 3.72 0 .14 
3 9 48 457 146.58 333 3.71 .14 
Table 31 . _ Upper Stillwater Dam cnncrete tesl placement core program - compressive strength summary - faCIng concrete 
Age at Element Drill Age at Unit Compressive Modulus of 
drilling. No. ' hole test . weight. strongth. elasticity. 
days No. days Ibj ft ' Ibj in' Ibjin" 10" 
90 l 1-u.s. 17 132 144.50 6.430 -
180 5·u.s. 30 - 147.00 - -
I 
10·d.s. 37 280 141.95 6.710 3.24 
' 8·d.s. 36 281 142.Q1 5.330 3.17 
8-d.s. 38 281 145.25 6.700 -
365 9·u.s. 48 461 146.92 8.810 -
7·u.s. 48 461 142.27 ' 7.290 3.60 
10·d.s. 49 462 143.28 6.920 -
, Elements No. 5 and 6 contsln 40 :60 cement to fly·ash rallO: all others conlsm a 50:50 ratIO 
I u.s - upstream. 
j Sample IS taken from a diagonal dnll hole; all olhers are honzontal drill holes. 
• d.s • downstream . 
, Sample was vacuum saturated prior 10 lesl ing 
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Poisson 's 
ratio . 
in/in 
-
-
-
-
-
-
0.18 
-
TIt* 32. - Upper Stilwater o.n concm:. tnt pIeeement core progrlm - tensie strength soownery - facing concrete. 
Age at Element Drill Age at Unrt Tensile Modulus of Poisson's 
drilling , No. ' hole test. weight, strength, elasticity, ratio, 
days No. days Ib/ ft' Ib/in' Ib/in' • 100 in/in 
180 29 -u.s. 34 273 148.02 501 4 .86 0 .17 
9 -u.s. 35 273 147.72 504 4.57 .15 
7 -u.s. 32 274 142.26 433 4.17 .16 
7 -u.s. 31 274 147.24 436 4.81 .17 
5 -u.s. 30 - 144.90 - - -
3 -u.s. 29 296 145.20 504 4 .64 -
' 10 -d.s. 38 280 145.50 416 4 .69 -
10-8 -d.s. 33 273 145.05 395 459 .17 
8 -d.s. 37 281 140.92 361 3.98 -
8 -d.s. 38 281 144.16 372 5.12 -
365 7 -u.s. 47 461 143.02 '467 4 .13 .17 
10 -d.s. 49 462 143.93 510 4.21 .13 
8 -d.s. 49 462 140.17 488 - -
8 -d.s. 49 462 141.62 ' 450 4 .30 .17 
, ~. No. 5 rd e con1" • .0:60 Cltn"lent to tty Hh ratio; .. others contain. 50:50 retio. 
, u.s . .. upstreem. 
• d .. . .. downstr~. 
• Semple was YKUUITI Ntur~ed prior to tesVng. 
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TIb&e 33. - Upper 5theler Oem concrete t .. t plecement - wer •• trength end .... tic: properties ~ - field cytinder 
te.t progflm. 
Mi. Average Compressive No. Modulus of Poisson's Tensile No. Modulus of Poisson'. 
No. age at strength, of elasticity, ratio, strength, of elasticity, ratio. 
T- test, days Ib/in' tests Ib/in,.l00 in/in Ib/in' tests Ib/in' • 100 in/in 
Roller compacted concrete 
1 28 1,590 8 - - 155 3 - -
1 90 2,240 8 - - - - - -
1 180 '3,940 3 1.72 0 .13 210 3 1.88 -
1 365 4,350 2 1.59 .16 215 3 2.05 0 .11 
2 28 1,370 9 - - 105 2 - -
2 90 2,170 6 - - - - - -
2 188 '4,120 3 1.50 .17 220 3 1.45 -
2 365 4.490 3 1.62 - 215 2 - -
3 28 2,21J 8 - - 130 3 - -
3 90 3,780 6 2.10 .15 270 2 2.87 .15 
3 210 '7,430 4 2.45 - 350 3 4.14 -
3 365 7,005 2 3.23 .16 400 2 3.80 .13 
Facing concrete 
4 1 520 6 
4 2 1,170 3 
4 7 3,010 7 
4 28 4.430 16 
4 90 6,500 2 
4 180 7,700 1 
4 365 6,200 1 
5 1 350 2 
5 2 905 2 
5 7 - 2 
5 28 3.860 5 
, Test specimens ellperienced drying during 1tenspot1ation. 
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APPENDIX A 
UPPER STIlLWATER DAM 
ACe TEST PLACEIENT - CONSTRUCTION 
The Upper Stillwater Dam RCC test placement was constructed in August of 1981. The purpose of the 
test placement was to evaluate construction methods and equipment proposed for the dam and to gather 
additional information on mix designs for facing concrete and RCC. The 100-foot long. 1 1-foot high test 
placement was constructed with a cross section equivalent to the upper 11 feet of the dam in the spillway 
section. This 15-foot w ide cross section will be widened to 30 feet in the dam to facilitate access for 
construction equipment. The test placement. shown on figure 35·. consists of five venical upstream facing 
elements. five " stairstepped" downstream facing elements placed on a 0 .6 to 1.0 slope. and 1 1 lilts of 
RCC. The test placement was constructed on an RCC leveling slab or " bese slab" which was placed on 
bedrock and varied in thickness from 1 to 5 feet. One of the major objectives of the test placement was 
the evaluation of the laser-controlled. slipform paving machine used to construct the upstream and down-
stream facing elements of the dam. 01 panicular concern were 11) how well the laser could control alinement. 
12) could the facing elements be placed on top of each other. and 13) could bond between elements be 
achieved? Cracking of the elements was not a concern at this time. as this problem could be handled by 
controlling where the cracking could occur. or by allowing the cracking to take place and grouting where 
required . 
Construction of the test placement consisted of slipforming the upstream and downstream facing elements 
followed by two Hoot-thick lifts of RCC. This sequence of placing was followed to completion. The facing 
elements were placed with a laser guided .,ipform paver supplied with concrete from a transit mixer. The 
RCC was mixed by a small pugmill at the batch plant. Placement of the RCC was accomplished by transponing 
the concrete in end dump trucks. dumping and spreading initially by a dozer and then a motor grader. and 
compaction by a smooth drum vibratory roller. Due to the size of the test placement. use of the motor 
grader was eliminated. and leveling of RCC was accomplished with a small dozer equipped with lasers to 
control lift thickness. The test placement was instrumented with thermocouples for the measurement of 
temperature rise of RCC for 1 year. The construction of the test placement is described on figures 1 A 
through 17 A . 
Quality control procedures at the test placement consisted of monitoring batch weights of mat'drials. ob-
servation of the number of roller passes made by the roller. control of lift thickness and alinemerot of facing 
elements. performing unit-weight and consistency tests of fresh concrete. and casting the test specimens 
for hardened concrete testing. 
Equipment and Procedures Used in Test Placement 
The equipment used for the construction of the test placement was typical of that which might be found 
on a highway construction project. 
Concrete aggregate was manufactured from sandstone talus material removed from the left abutment of 
the dam. Selective borrow from the talus deposit was accomplished by using a Caterpillar 988C rubber-
tired front-end loader to move the oversize boulders aside and haul the usable material to the crusher. This 
loader worked very well for the shon haul distance between the deposit and the crush.r. However. the 
solid bucket created a problem in that it picked up and transponed a large amount of fine material, silt. 
clay. and organiC substance. which contaminated the crusher fines which were to be used for sand. This 
problem could have been alleviated by the use of a slotted rock bucket which would have allowed the 
deleterious material to pass through the bucket and be left in place. A 42- by 32-inch Cedar Rapids jaw 
crusher was used as the primary crusher. The secondary crusher was a Symons cone which reduced all of 
the rock to a size smaller than 1 III-inches. This crushin!1 operation generated approximately 0 .2 ton of sand 
per ton of talus rock handled. A vibrating screen was us"d to separate the coarse aggregate from the sand. 
Conveyors transported the materials from the screen to the stockpiles . 
• F;gure 35 i, located with Ihe main text 0' this report. 
lEST CO ~y AVAI LABLE 
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A rubber-tired front-end loader was used to transport sand and coarse aggregate from the stockpiles to 
thE RCC batcher bins mounted above the batch plant. The RCC batchplant was a 10 yd ' capacity Ross 
" Austler" portable batcher. A swivel chute at the end of the discharge conveyor allowed dry concrete 
ingredients to be directed to the transit mixers for conventional concrete or to the pugmill for ACC . 
Conventional concrete for the upstream and downstream facing concrete was mixed in two 8 ydl Challenge 
mixers. Even though the mixers were new and the mixing and discharging bins were clean. these mixers 
were not capable of discharging the low slump concrete (% to 1-inch slump) required by the slipform facing 
element machine . The very slow delivery of concrete from the transit mixer to the slipform machine caused 
consIderable repair and undesirable hand finishing of the facing elements. 
The upstream and downstream facing elements were placed using a Gomaco Commander III Slipform Curbing 
Machine. The forms for the upstream and downstream facing were designed by the Bureau and built by 
the Gomaco Corporation . These forms were quite large cOf.taining approximately 6 hl per linear foot of 
travel in the downstream face and 4 h l per linear foot in the upstream face . It appears that these forms 
should be moving continuously to reduce tearing of the concrete surface. Each form had four 3-inch diameter 
immersion vibrators fastened inside the forms. Each vibrator was separately controlled for vibration fre-
quency. Location of these vibrators is critical to the density of the concrete and surface finish . 
When ACC was mixed. the swivel chute on the batch plant was directed to a conveyor belt which fed the 
ACC mixer. This m:xer was a Model S-60 Heatherington-Burner 180 ton per hour. B.OOO-pound capacity 
pugmill . The pugmill was a horizontal tub. twin paddle. with a sliding bolt am dump gate. The mechanical 
condition of the pugmill would allow only 1.75 yd3 of ACC to be mixed. This batch size was effectively 
mixed in the pugmill mixer. This batch w eight was approximately 7.000 lb. 1.000 Ib less than the mixer 
capacity. The pugmill was evidently designed to mix asphaltic concrete. 
The ACC was transported from the mixer to the test placement in two 10 ydl capacity end dump trucks. 
These trucks handled the ACC with only minor segregation when dumped. However. the trucks were not 
capable of spreading the ACC as it was deposited . The lruck driver was inexperienced. making it difficult 
to ascertain whether the dumping difficulties were caused by the driver. the dump box. or the consistency 
of the mix. 
The ACC was deposited in one large pile and spread to the desired thickness . The first spreader used was 
a Caterpillar 14E. rubber-t ired motor grader. In addition to being too large for the small section. the rubber 
tires compacted the ACC causing the roller to bridge. restricting the ability to consolidate the ACC between 
the tire tracks. 
The second spreader used was a Caterpillar 06 track-mounttld dozer. This piece of equipment worked quite 
well but was much too large. Finally. the contractor furnished a Caterpillar 03 track-mol!nted dozer to spread 
the RCC. This piece of equipment worked quite well . 
LIne and grade of facing elements were controlled w ith a Blount Instrument's class IIIB laser-guidance system. 
Two of these instruments were used. one for line and one for grade . 
Two laser receivers were mounted on each end of the dozer blade to contlOl the lift thickness of the ACC . 
Over and under Indicators were mounted in view of the operator. and he controlled the blade height manually. 
Thts system was qUite effective aher the do(~)r operator became confident in the use of equipment 
Four laser receivers were mounted on the ~j ipform machine. two for line and two for grade. The electric· 
hydraulic hoolr up offered complete laser control of the machine. The operator was only required to ensure 
that a steady supply of concrete was available in the form. Again . after the operator gained confidence in 
the use of the lasers. the eqUIpment worked quite w ell . 
A l()..lon Raygo 404B smooth drum vibrating roller was IJserl to compact the ACC. This was a single drum 
rafter w ith rubber tires for gUIdance. This type of roller was probably capable of adequately compacting the 
ACC mixture used in the test section. However. due to operator difficulties. it was not possible to completely 
evaluate the roUer. because we w ere unable to determine the number of roller passes required to compact 
the ACC No definite panern w as ever established for rolling the ACC. Indication of inadequate compaction 
and thtck frtts were noted In the core sarnples taken from the test section. 
No concened effOtt 'Nas made to clean construction joints. and only an occasional attempt was made at 
htg!>-pre.sure water blast ing some joints. A model 002815729 GiaN/Bosch water blaster was used in 
these attempts. 
, ( . 
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Figure 1 A. - Laser trMlsmitt., uHd for line .00 grade 
control of snpfonn paving machine for upstrnm and 
downstream facing elements. P801-D-80877 
Figure lA. - Vertical ups trelm fKing element being 
p&aced by itser controfled sipfofm ~ machine. 
Note liter receiver' for line .• nd gr.de control 
mounted on sipform ~.,. P801-O-80879 
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F9K. 2A. - Lner ~ mounted on ttipfonn PlY" 
for line end gr .. control of the tlcing ~• . 
P801-0-80878 
Ftnur"e 4A. - Compteted \lie ric. upsuelln tlClng ... 
ment pa.ctd by" .... controlled "'pform paving me-
c:t;no. P80H)·80880 
qEST COPY AVAILABLE 
'ogu<e SA. - Downs".." fadng _ t>o;ng pIoc:od by _ comrolod oipfotm pomg moc:fjno. P801-O-80881 
,....A. --"""" ___ focIng-''' __ to-.v_l._ ._1ft1 
allICe Foang -. ___ II "'""" ""lICe. P801~2 
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Ftgure 7 A. - PugmiI mixing and depositing ACe into end dMnp truck . P801-o.80883 
,_. 8A. - ACC t>o;ng deposhod by end Ib"IJ .rudI. Dozer ;. ..,.-.g ACC; 
fI01. leser control on dolef'. P801 -D-80884 
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Figure 9A. - Dozer Intl iatly used for spreading Ree P80 ' -0 ·80885 
FJQlK. lOA - Motor gtader with IaSt.I c:ontr~. Iflit ... lty use' . for ;preading ReC to final kft Ihtckneu. This WI. discGnI"'l..'ed 
due 10 the aize or lhe work area an.J pt8COf'np8Clion (.If k)ose ACe by life. of grade,. P801 -0-80886 
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BEST COpy AVAltABU 
Figure 11 A . - Dozer used for spreading ACC to f'l\al gr.oe prior to compec.:ion. 
Notel.ser receiver. mounted 0" blade 10 contr~ r.t thickness . P9Ql -D-80887 
Figure 12A. - las.' cormOis inllaned 00 dozttr to cOf'I trul lift t,.,;ckne .. 1 of ReC. P9Ql -0 80888 
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R!;ure 13A. -_cNn~ __ "" __ of!ICC. !oIot. __ is_of_oringodjo.;ent 
to Iocing -.. P801~ 
f9n ,.A. - _ cNn _.,;ng _ moIdng ___ 0Y0f ACe. P801-D-1089O 
BEST COpy AVA' BU 62 
F;gur. 15A. - 1'" ... itt of !ICC aft. __ by ~ _ . P801~91 
Figure 16 .... - VerticeI upatrHm fee. of Iftt plKement. SIipform par. , Ie p&.c:ing the final upatrNm 'King ettmem. 
P801~92 
8£ST CO~y AVA/LA BLf 63 
F9n 17 .~. - S ..... OIJPOId _ ...... '- ~. __ . Tho ...... op dnign wit be UMd WI the dom sp;I1woy 
__ "" """'IIY 6_. P8C)1.().80893 
~~T COpy AVAltABU 84 
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DLAftl\ n'ul. 
L/ 
Early Strength Studi .. 
APPENDIX B 
UPPER STillWATER DAM 
LABORATORY MIX PROGRAM 
ADDITIONAL STUDIES 
As discussed in the laboratory mix design program, the adiabat ic temperature rise tests indicate that very 
little heat is genaratad during the initial 24 to 36 hours after mixing. In an effort to ovaluate the early strength 
gaining potential of RCC under different ambient conditions, a study was conductad to determina the 
compressive strength under 50 "F, 73 "F, and adiabatic curing temperatures. Test specimens from mix L-
3, cast in plastic molds, were sealad and placed in temperature-controllad calorimeter rooms. Two rooms 
were maintainad at 50 "F and 73 "F, respectively, while a third room began at 50 "F (the specified placing 
temperature for the dam) and was adjustad up to 87 "F in accordance with adiabatic curve established for 
mix L-3 w ith an ASTM type A WRA (fig . 21)" . Tests were performed at 2 , 3, 7, 14, and 28 days· age. 
The results of this test program are shown in table 1 B and on figure 1 B. No teo!s could be performed at 
1 day due to the low strength of the ReC. 
The 73 "F cure produces the highest early strengths, followed by the adiabatic and 50 "F cure. The adiabntic 
cure produces the higher strengths, beginning at an age of 5 to 6 days. The 50 "F cure produces a very 
slow strength gain through 28 days, amounting to only 30 percent of adiabatic 28-day strength. It is very 
difficult to establish what temperature cycle the RCC will be subjected to, depending on the work schedule 
proposed by the contractor for the dam. It IS expected that during spring and fall , the RCC may be subjected 
to ambient temperatures less than 50 "F until the lift is insulated by lifts placed above it. Following this 
period, the adiabatic condition will be maintainad. If an exposed lift of fresh RCC is cooled overnight, there 
exists the potential to actually begin the adiabatic conditIon at a lower starting temperature which would 
funher lower the early strength. This may not be considered detrimental to the RCC due to the possible 
reduction in thermal cracking in the dam. 
Preliminary Studies - Accelerated Strength Testing of RCC with High Replacement of Fly Ash 
Ona major concern of quality control of RCC is the larger volunw of concrete placed during the time it takes 
to perform standard 28-day strength tests of concrete. It is estimated that as much as 300,000 cubic yards 
of RCC could be in place before the first 28-day cylinder is tested. In order to estimate the strength gaInIng 
Table 1B. - YborItOfV mix l ·3 - effect of curing ten:per.ture 
on compressive strength devek)pmenl - Upper 5 tilw.llf" 
o.m - ACe. 
T~~:~~~~re f-_C,:.:o::.m",p:.:r.::e",ss:.:iv.:..e:....:.st.:cr.:.en" g",t",h:..., ;.:Ib,,-/ic.n_'_ 
Age (days) 
2 3 7 14 28 
Adiabatic 
73 "F 
50 "F 
73 "F 
, Acw.! ,.,t mix 
280 445 
100 250 
350 
I labor. tory mi. program 
• Figof. 21 I, k)c.ted with the mein "xl of this repon . 
960 
825 
525 
1,110 
1.705 
1,160 
820 
3,095 
' 1,785 
1,080 
' 1,620 
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potential of RCC and make quicker batching adjustment, accelerated strength curing of concrete is required. 
Three such methods have been proposed: 11) warm water curing 195 -F) for 24 hours, 12) boiling water 
curing for 3 Yz hours. and (3) autogenous curing for 48 hours. These three methods do not readi ly apply for 
the mix designs developed for Upper Stillwater Dam because of the high percentages of fly ash. Preliminary 
tests w ith mortar cubes indicated that sufficient strength gain did not develop under a 95 OF warm water 
cure. This would also apply for an autogenous curing. especially w ith the 50 OF placing temperatures . There 
has been concern expressed over the use of boiled water cUring with fly ash. due to high temperatures 
causing additional chemical reactions to occur whictl \ 'ould not normally occur in the expected CUring 
condit ions at the dam. 
In an effort to determine the minimum curing temperatures required for accelerated curing. additional testing 
was performed at 130 OF temperatures . Concrete specimens were cast in plastic molds accord ing to standard 
procedures developed in the mix program and sealed prior to curing. Specimens w ere tested at 1. 2 . and 
3 days under the 130 OF cure and at 7. 28 . and 90 days under a standard fog-cure. Tests were performed 
on mix L-3 with laboratory standard fly ash M-6498 and a sample of fly ash from the source used at concrete 
test placement . The results are summarized in table 28. 
Based on these test results. the compressive strength of accelerated-cured specimens equals the com-
pressive strength of 28-day fog-cured specimens at an average age of 54 hours. Though this would be 
suffiCient for standard concrete placements w ith 28-day design strengths. it would probably not be sufficient 
for mass concrete placements w ith 1-year strengtl ls that are approximately three t imes greater than the 
28-day strength. If accelerated curing is to be used as a quality control test method . ei ther the curing 
Titb$e 2B. - AdditIOnal studies - accelerated compressive STreng th TeS1lnH - Upper StIllwater Dam - ACC 
"ge, CompresSIve 1-day decelerated strength. 
Batch days strengTh. percent of 
Ib/ inl 
' 7-day 
strength 
' 1 1 620 660 
2 1420 
3 1915 
7 940 
28 1690 
90 3280 
'2 1 560 566 
2 1760 
3 2820 
7 990 
28 1930 
90 4310 
'3 1 460 
I 
<, 5 
2 1510 
3 2325 
7 800 
28 t680 
90 3670 
Ave< 
age 600 
Sutngth ~sed on tTandatd fog cure 
I Mill l ·3 - Utboratorv standard Hy ash - M-6498 
• Mill l ·J - Weslern Wyomeng nv ash 
28-day 
strengTh 
367 
290 
i 
27 4 
310 
9O-day 
strength 
189 
12 8 
t25 
t4 7 
68 
2-day accelerated strength. 3·day accelerat ed strength. 
percent of percenT of 
7-day 2a·day go day 7-day 28·day go·day 
strength STrength sHeng th strength strength strength 
151 1 84 0 433 
210 1 1169 602 
117 a 91 2 40 3 
284 8 1461 645 
T888 899 41 1 
I 
290 6 138 4 63 4 
112 6 88 4 4t6 I 2618 1338 627 
temperature will have to be increased or the age of testing lengthened. A 72-hou, cure at 130 -F would ~ 
considered the minimal length of cure. Testing should be performed at temperatures greater than 130 F 
to determine if higher strengths can be achieved without affecting the chemical composition of concrete. 
Addit ional testing should also be performed to determine the effect of initial placing ternperature on the 
accelerated strength. 
Density of Fresh Concrete - Nuclear Densometer Versus Sand Cone Density 
Two possible methods have been propo:;ed to measure the in-place density of RCe : the conventional sand 
cone density and the nuclear density gage. A small scale test placement was constructed to evalua.te the 
in-place density of RCC using these two test methods . A 4- by 5- by l -ft RCC slab was constructed tn two 
lifts using a plate vibrator to consolidate the fresh concrete. The fresh concret~ densi~y of 144.4Ib/ft3 w!Js 
computed using the Vebe test. The in-place density WQS measured ~t four locations with th~ nuclear denSity 
gage and in one location with the sand (;one (figs. 38 to S8). DenSity measurements of drilled cores were 
performed after 28 days' age . The resuits of nuclear gage tests of this test placement. are given in table 
38 . These results were not adjusted for chemical composition effect . which, due to the SIliCIOUS composition 
of concrete materials. would increase the readings by approximately 2 Ib/ tt3 . 
The sand cone density was found to be in excess of the theoretical maximum density of the RCC. This was 
caused by the RCe squeezing into the hole after it was dug causing the volume occupied by the removed 
concrete to be reduced. This same problem occurred in sand cone density tests attempted at the Upper 
Stillwater test placement. The average density by nuclear gage tests of the 8-inch depth of 142.8 Ib/ft' 
was 98 .9 percent (,f Vebe density, 97.3 percent of the theoretical denSity, and 97.6 percent of the denSIty 
of saturated, drilled cures. These results should also be adjusted to account for the differences In denSity 
arising from chemical composition effects of the materials. In the case o~ t~e silicious ~aterials used for 
the RCC , the nuclear density should be increased 1 to 2 Ib/ ft', thus brtngtng the denSIty closer to the 
theoretical maximum density. The density of the cores is probably slightly higher than the actual d~nsl~y 
because small voids, which occupy concrete volume. do not show up as volume when the denSity IS 
measured by weight and displaced volume in water. The in-place density of the RCC would probably be 
between 145 and 145.5 Ib/ ft ' which would put the density by nuclear gage w ithin 2 percent of the actual 
denSity. It does not appear that the sand core density is a viable alternative for in-place density. w ith the 
exception of a litt which is more than 12 to 18 hours old. when the squeezing will not occur. This. h~w.ev~r. 
would not fit into the construction schedule. nor would it allow the RCC to be further compacted If It did 
not meet specification limits. The nuclear gage appears to be the only alternative at thiS pOint. 
Table 38. - Additional laboratory studies - nuclear density 
Hage. block No 1 Upper StIllWaTer Oam - ACe. 
No. of Average Standard 
readings w et deviation . 
Test density. Ib/ ft ' 
Ibl ft ' 
All test s 26 142 .5 2 0 
Backscatter 9 140 .9 2 .25 
Probe: 
2-tnch depth 1 144 .7 -
4-lnch depth 4 143 .6 2.3 
6-tnch depth 2 144 .3 -
8-tnch depth 10 142 .8 0 .8 
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